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Abstract 

The North American auto industry is in a period of transition. The major assemblers 

are all moving towards reorganizing production to be more flexible. Flexibility has both a 

technical and a work organization definition. Technically, flexible manufacturing indicates 

the ability to produce multiple vehicles in the same plant. This allows for faster changes 

between products, ideally matching consumer demand more responsively than competitors. 

More importantly, the work organization dimension of flexible manufacturing includes 

changes to work rules. This includes the introduction of team work, mandatory weekend 

work, and the development of a class of temporary, part-time workers. 

The Ford Motor Company is considering the introduction of flexible manufacturing 

practises at its Oakville, Ontario site. This location has had two factories on site since 

August of 1965. One of these factories was closed permanently prior to the announcement 

that new investments were being considered for the location. The vehicle that is being 

produced in the second plant has a poor sales record. Potential new investments would 

reduce or end the repeated layoffs that workers in the remaining plant are forced to endure. 

Investments have been made contingent on changes to local operating practices. 

The local union's attempts to protect workers from work rule changes that could 

erode their quality of life have been weak. The local has adopted the company's 

competitiveness agenda rather than developing a more autonomous, worker centred agenda. 

A reduction of front line union representatives will constrain the local's capacity to mobilize 

workers on the shop floor. The lack of discussion or debate over the appropriate response 

to Ford's demands has further alienated workers from their union. The local maintains 

some important resources that could be mobilized to improve the present situation. 
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Introduction 

The significance of the auto industry in Canada in impossible to deny. It is one of 
the most important manufacturing industries in the country. It is also an industry that is 
heavily reliant on foreign investors. The Canadian government has been structuring policies 
to induce manufacturers to locate automotive assembly facilities in the country since the turn 

of the 20th century. (Eden & Molot 2002) These policies were originally aimed at the Big 3 
American companies. Tariff barriers were the centrepiece of this set of policies until the 
signing of the 1965 Auto Pact. This bilateral agreement guaranteed duty-free trade in 
automobiles provided that certain Canadian content and production numbers were 
maintained. The Auto Pact was popularly understood as 'one vehicle imported duty-free for 
every vehicle produced'. 

The Auto Pact contributed to Canada's starus as a major producer of automobiles 
despite the total absence of any indigenous auto assembly companies. One of the results is 
that Canada maintains one of the highest automotive assembly to sales ratios in the world. 
(Holmes & Kumar 1998: 97) Canada's assembly to sales ratio also rates high for the 
continent. (Blum 1998: 63) 

In 1996, almost 96% of vehicles produced in Canada were exported to the US 
(Holmes & Kumar 1998: 98). Roughly 150 000 workers were employed in automotive parts 
and assembly industries in the late 1990s. The well developed input-output linkages and 
multiplier effects in the auto industry are also of substantial importance to the Canadian 
economy. 

The period from the 1970s onward saw a generalized reduction of government from 
the role of Keynesian economic stimulator specifically, and a change in government the 
manner of intervention into the economy in a general way. The introduction of 'free trade', 
first with the Free Trade Agreement (FTA) in 1984, then with the North American Free 
Trade Agreement (NAFT A) in 1995, signalled the Canadian permutation of the broader 
international shift towards neoliberaIism. The ITA and NAFTA serve as archetypal 
examples of neoliberal policy in that they are designed to facilitate the movement of capital 
(while the mobility of labour remains severely restricted), and to protect the rights of capital 
in ways that the Canadian citizenry or political elites had hitherto refused to consider. 
(McBride 2003) 

For the Canadian automotive industry, the 'free trade' agreements were designed to 
insulate the American companies from the emerging threat of Japanese transplant 
competition. Both the FTA and NAITA enshrined a two-tier character for the Canadian 
assembly industry. (Eden & Molot 2002: 376) The Japanese transplants were g1,'en a 
secondary starus, as they could not meet the high North American content requirements for 
duty-free starus. For workers in the auto industry, excess productive capacity, increased 
competitiveness, and increasing capital mobility marked the period. The combination of 
these three factors led to a substantial increase in the structural insecurity for workers. 

This was followed by restrictions on trade union rights (panitch & Swartz 2003) and 
the systematic assault on workers expectations (Gindin 1995: 170) of the eighties and 
nineties. This period is generally considered to be 'neoliberal'. This has entailed a 
renegotiation of the relationships between corporate decision making, workers' and union 
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strategies and government policy. The dynamics between these three actors continues to be 
subject to reconfiguration. 

A centrally important consequence of the neoliberal project for workers in the 
automotive industry is the expansion of decreased job security. One of the most important 
issues for workers in automotive assembly is now job security. The insecurity of workers has 
been skilfully adapted and exploited by private capital as a sort of 'veto power' over workers 
bargaining demands. The response of Canadian unions to the increasing power of capital 
has been weak. Responses to competition that are limited to efforts such as the UA W's 'Buy 
American' campaign will not be sufficient to protect workers. (Babson 2002: 28) 

The Ford motor company is not different from other major assemblers in their 
desire for a continuous improvement in 'efficiencies'. Among other things, this generally 
translates as work intensification. Ford has recendy been successful in their efforts to 
change local operating practices and work rules in their negotiations with Local 707 of the 
Canadian Auto Workers. 

On January 11,2002, the Ford Motor Company announced that it would be closing 
the Oakville Truck Plant. The second plant that is located in Oakville has seven weeks of 
scheduled, market driven downtime between today and March 2004. Sales of the only 
product being assembled in Oakville are poor. 

It is within this context that Ford has demanded changes to local operating practices. 
Ford has suggested that potential new investments could be made in Oakville if work rule 
changes that were demanded are met. The company has made it clear that Oakville workers 
are competing against workers in the US and Mexico for potential investments. There are 
no guarantees. 

Despite workers' acceptance of various concessions, Ford has not committed to new 
investments. This situation has led to this exploration of what altematives to the present 
course are articulated by workers and whether these differ based on variations in the political 
experience of workers. Surveys and focus group discussions were used to investigate these 
questions. Details conceming the focus groups and questionnaires may be found in 
Appendix 1. 

The main finding of the research is that no clear altematives to management's 
restructuring strategy were articulated by these workers irrespective of the level and nature of 
political experiences. The main argument is that these findings are not only explained by the 
structural imbalance in these workers' and their union's power relation to management, but 
are also explained in light of the union's decision making processes. These processes 
effectively precluded significant collective debate by workers conceming management's 
demands. This effective collective demobilization was promoted by both management and 
as will be shown, by the union. 

Local 707 represents roughly 4300 workers at Ford's two plants in Oakville, Ontario. 
Two factories have operated at the Oakville location since the mid-sixties. The larger of 
these two plants has been the Oakville assembly plant (OAP) with about 2900 workers. 
These workers assemble Ford's poorly selling minivan known as the Freestar. The second 
of the two plants was closed on July 1 ", 2004. The Ontario truck plant (OTP) had been 
opened in the mid 1960s, producing Ford's popular F-1S0 and F-2S0 pickup trucks. 
Roughly 1400 people worked in this plant. Production of these vehicles was moved to a US 
plant. 

The January 11, 2002 announcement that OTP would be closing was quickly 
followed by expressions of disbelief and outrage. The local leadership advanced a line of 
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reasonffig that the decision was political and could not have been based on either 
productivity or quality criteria. (Reporter, Jan/Feb 2002) 

The first mention of a 'fightback' campaign was made in late spring of that year. 
This was essentially a package of information created and distributed by the national union. 
It was somewhat understandable that the national union was heavily relied upon throughout 
this campaign and the related bargaining with the Ford Motor Company. Local 707 was 
going through a protracted period of instability in local leadership. The local had five 
different presidents between January 2002 and July 2004. 

In the midst of this political turmoil, local union president John Teixeira was hired 
on at the national office of the CAW for a staff position in the health and safety department. 
It is noteworthy that the national office of the union decided to appoint the president of 
Local 707 to a staff job at this particular time. The local was clearly facing a crisis. One 
plant was scheduled to close while the future of the other was uncertain. The timing of this 
appointment extended the most unstable period of leadership in the local's history. 

The actively serving vice president of the local was required to step in until another 
round of elections could be held. This was Bob Van Cleef. A November 2003 by-election 
was held that brought a new vice-president. Van Cleef held the presidency for ten months. 
Another new president came into the job in the summer of 2004. This was an extremely 
contentious election with Bob Van Cleef runnIDg against Gary Beck. the in-plant union chair 
of the trim department in the van plant. 

Many rumours of questionable tactics circulated throughout this election. 
Accusations that in-plant representatives supportive of Beck's campaign were having 
workers taken off the line to be told that Beck was better choice for president and that he 
could guarantee a flexible manufacturing investment were common. This election required a 
second round of run-off voting. Given the wholesale lack of political continnity and stability 
in leadership throughout this period, an exceptionally high dependence on national union 
resources is a predictable result. 

During this period of instability. substantial changes to work rules were demanded by 
Ford. Ford hinted at a $1.2 billion investment into the Oakville facility. Such investments 
were made contingent on changes to work rules. It was also made clear that Oakville 
workers were in competition for new investment with two other Ford plants. The two other 
plants were located in Georgia and Mexico. (Appendix 3) Significant work rule changes that 
have been agreed to include mandatory weekend work, expansion of a temporary. part-time 
class of worker. reduced union representation structures on the shop floor and limits on 
workers' mobility through the internal labour market. The role of the general membership 
in this process has been extremely limited. The response from the local union has been 
weak. 

The analysis in this thesis is structured around a model of union renewal that has 
been articulated by Levesque and Murray (2002). Levesque and Murray have articulated 
three areas that are key to union renewal strategies. These broad areas are proactillity and 
independence of agenda, internal solidarity and democracy, and external solidarity. "Proactivity 
refers to the ability of local unions to shape and put forward their own agenda." (Levesque 
and Murray 2002: 45) The advancement and communication of such an agenda indicates a 
significant degree of autonomy from management. Next, internal solidarity "relates to the 
mechanisms devdoped in the workplace to ensure democracy and collective cohesion 
among workers." (Levesque and Murray 2002: 46) Finally, "external solidarity refers to the 
capacity of local unions to work with their communities and to build horizontal and vertical 
coordination within their union and with other unions. It also includes the building of 
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alliances among unions, community groups, and social movements." (Levesque and Murray 
2002: 46) The model that these theorists have developed conceives of these three areas as 
overlapping and mutually supportive. It is presented as "a strategic toolkit for thinking 
about building local union power." (Levesque and Murray 2002: 40) Local 707's responses 
will be evaluated in terms of these three areas. 

The research concludes that the local union's record in these three areas has been 
weak. The local union largely adopted the company's competitiveness agenda. This means 
that the union's agenda was not independent, although it Was well communicated to the 
general membership. Significantly, the internal dialogue of the union has shifted. The 
historic rhetoric of temporary accommodation to management's goals and 'no concessions' 
(Yates 1993: 204, 205) has been abandoned. This progress has not been instantaneous, but 
has been a gradual progress (Wells 1997: 183) towards a more enduring alliance with 
management. The rhetoric is now more conservative and it emphasizes the competitive 
advantages of some workers over others. 

The concept of internal solidarity at the local is used in two distinct ways. First, the 
concept refers to the relationship between workers and their union. This is formal internal 
solidarity. Second, internal solidarity may also refer to the relationship between workers on 
the shop floor, quite separate from any institutional or formal union structures. This will be 
referred to as informal internal solidarity. 

Formal internal solidarity is under serious threat at Local 707. Instability in local 
leadership and questionable election tactics during the recent executive board elections has 
contributed to an alienation of many members that is expressed in extremely low voter 
turnout numbers. More dangerous than these temporary threats are the changes to 
representation structures that have been agreed to. A reduction in front line union 
representatives, an increase in their workload, and supervisory intervention into the 
relationship between workers and their union all threaten a fragile formal internal solidarity. 
The lack of any substantive internal debate or even discussion of the consequences of 
various srrategies or tactics required to respond to Ford's demands contributed to an erosion 
of democracy and thus internal solidarity. 

In contrast, infonnal internal solidarity may be fuelled by the work rule changes. 
Specifically, reduced and constrained front line union representatives may limit the efficacy 
of formal channels to get problems solved. This may lead to an expansion of tactics outside 
of formal channels that would be more successful at problem solving. Also, limits on 
workers' mobility in the intemallabour market may stimulate an increased 'investment' by 
workers who cannot leave a department in improving the situation in that department. 

The local union has flying squad activists who are politically active members outside 
of the plant. These workers are situated in a rich network of horizontal linkages with other 
locals, unions and community organizations. While these activists lack the international 
contacts that would be necessary in a more thorough and organized response to Ford's 
regional competitiveness strategy, the union's national office maintains many such contacts 
that could serve as a launching point for development of worker to worker communication. 
The union already maintains strong vertical linkages between auto locals and the national 
office. On their own, these links are insufficient because they operate at an elite level, 
separate from the general membership. These linkages should be combined with the 
horizontal links that are presently found in the flying squad networks. 

Workers with political experience outside of the plant expressed different ideas about 
responses to Ford's competitiveness strategy from workers without such experience. The 
different ideas expressed by these two groups of workers were complimentary. Workers 
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with political experience articulated a desire for the development of a 'global consciousness' 
and for a more sustained focus on education. This is complemented by workers without 
political experience outside of the plant focusing on increasing internal democratic practices 
and communication within the membership. 
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Proactivity: 
Agenda, strategy, and the capacity to communicate 

The first potential source of power for the local union lies in the ability to 
collectively determine and move towards and independent, proactive agenda. The degree to 
which a union is proactive is an indicator of independence from the company. It means that 
the local union is not simply responding to the employer's competitive strategy and 
subordinating their interests to the goals of the workplace. 

The company's agenda is clear. Ford has made it clear that they are considering 
three locations for new investment. (Appendix 2) If the company is able to put workers into 
direct competition with each other, this is to their advantage. Workers will be placed into 
competition and attempt to out-bid each other using work rule concessions as their 
bargaining chips. This strategy is reliant on workers not attempting (or succeeding) in 
getting out of the strategy of competition. 

Workers obviously engage in such competition with the goal of improving the short
term prospects for job security. The increased mobility of capital has enlarged the scope for 
competition between workers in different geographical locations. The three plants that Ford 
claims are in competition with each other for new investment are all in different countries. 
The articulation and implementation of goals that are independent of the employer's agenda 
require dependable and consistent communication. 

The power to develop an agenda, build strategy and communicate these between the 
general membership have been successfully achieved by the local and national leadership. 
Unfortunately, the collective course that has been pursued does not have an independence 
from the company's goals and has been organized in a top down fashion. Very little 
democratic input into the union's response to Ford's strategy has occurred. The continuing 
case at Local 707 supports Uvesque and Murray's thesis that the inability of a local union to 
propose their own agenda will result in a subordination of their actions to the interests of 
their plant. (Levesque and Murray 2002: 50) 

The articulation and presentation of a business case for new investment by the CAW 
when a plant is under threat is nothing new. Workers' interests are tied to the plant in which 
they work due to structures that maintain dependence on wages. However, the nature of the 
communication employed by the union has changed. The presentation of a business case 
and the use of the language of management has historically been reserved for use in 
discussions with management. Alternatively, the language of temporary accommodations to 
management's stated goals and the language of 'no concessions' was used between the 
leadership and membership of the union. This was framed (and understood) as a rational 
accommodation when under threat. The CAW leadership at the National and local level are 
now arguing the business case to the membership. This shift has been a gradual progress. 
(Wells 1997: 183) This shows weak independent agenda setting and a shift towards an 
adoption of the goals of management. 

Next, there is evidence that a decentralization of bargaining is occurring. Collective 
agreements that have been negotiated between the CAW and the Big 3 auto producers are 
split into three levels: the formal master agreement, formal local agreement, and an informal 
and unwritten local agreement. The master agreement includes language that applies to all 
plants that a particular company operates. The formal local agreement is a supplement to 
the master agreement and covers issues that are specific to a particular location. The 
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infonnallocallevel includes the regular practices that occur at a particular location, but are 
not fonnally written in either the master or local agreement. Some of the work rule changes 
that are being introduced point to the increasing importance of the informal local level that 
is outside of the collective agreement. 

A second-class status of worker is being introduced at the Oakville location. Despite 
an opportunity at 2002 bargaining to negotiate language regulating this status of worker, 
progress at the local is developing informally. As a pre-requisite for whipsawing of workers, 
this is a dangerous course. The risks associated with such a change are tempered by the fact 
that the national union and master committee are coordinating this informalization between 
locals. Second class stalUS workers have been working at Ford's Windsor plant for a few 
years and the national union has coordinated the introduction of such a program between 
the Windsor and Oakville local unions. Thus, a degree of homogeneity is being maintained 
despite local informalization. 

The package of information that the national union distributed at the local was a 
business case for investment in Oakville. An argument was made that Oakville workers are 
productive, efficient and cost competitive. (R£porter, President's Report, May/June 2002) A 
case was also made that new investment should partly be financed by the federal and 
provincial governments. Ths framing waS picked up and perpetuated by local leaders. 

The presentation of a business case is not significant on its own. Business cases for 
new investment have often been made in efforts to secure new products at particular plants. 
Workers' dependence on wages earned from private companies provides the natural link that 
supports workers' having a stake in the status of specific employers. However, such 
language has historically been used almost exclusively with management, in order to 
influence management's decisions. Use of such language has now expanded to include the 
communication between the leadership and membership. 

The two lines of communication have historically been more separate, with the 
business case argued to management and the 'no concessions' language used with the 
membership; while accommodations were being made to management's demands. 
(Hargrove 1998: 107, Gindin 1995: 206, White 1987: 220). The 'no concessions' strategy 
was historically understood to be central to the prevention of a fracturing of the union along 
corporate lines. (Yates 1993: 206) The business case is now being argued to the general 
membership. Given the historically low turnout to monthly membership meetings (average 
of roughly 100 members attending a meeting out of a potential of over 4000), the union 
local's regular newsletter, The R£porter provides the most reliable channel for the distribution 
of the union leadership'S positions to the general membership. These newsletters are direct 
mailed to members' homes. 

Various issues of The R£porter include arguments that Oakville workers are efficient, 
productive and flexible. As an expression of outrage and disbelief over the closure of OTP, 
the chair of the local's stewards council reported a detailed list of Oakville workers' quality 
and efficiency awards. (Reporter, Stewards Council Report, September/October 2002) Not a 
single elected representative's report in the union newsletter has mentioned 'no concessions' 
in reference to the potential new investment. 

It is not simply the absence of this phrase in particular that is most important. No 
reports from the leadership have advanced the line of reasoning that it may be possible to 
accommodate management in the short t=; because there is a gun to our heads with the 
closure of OTP and no new product for OAP; but that we will be able to build for a better 
day and make up lost ground when the situation improves. Ths is significant because it 
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shows that the rhetoric of the leadership has continued to change. This has not been a stark 
change, but rather a slow progression, the progress of which has been previously 
docnmented. (Wells 1997: 183) The continuing adaptation of the rhetoric is suggestive of a 
move towards the internalization and articulation of the goals and values (agenda) of the 
company. 

Elite level rhetorical commitments to independence and autonomy have been 
maintained. For example, national union president, Buzz Hargrove has accused the 
government of having "internalized the notion that corporations should control our 
destiny." (Globe and Mail, May 21, 2002) The irony is difficult to miss. It seems that the 
local union is tightly weaving its destiny to the company through the adoption of Ford's 
agenda while the accusation is made that this is in fact what government seems to be doing. 
Such rhetoric may well be an aspiration that there be more autonomy from corporations. 
This aspiration for governments to maintain more autonomy from corporations may exist 
beside a reality that is presently the opposite. In either instance, the irony is powerful. While 
the critique justifiably continues to flow outwards, significant and similar changes are 
occurring internally. 

Ford's first public mention of the closure of OTP prompted a response from the 
local union that included the argutnent of a business case that the plant was profitable and 
should therefore remain open. This case was made to Ford, the public and workers in the 
plant. Post cards addressed to MPs and MPPs were distributed in The Reponer. Workers 
were instructed to fill out these cards and mail them to government representatives in order 
to appeal for public funding of the auto industry. A strategy of combining government 
lobbying and bargaining through the master committee was pursued. 

Although this strategy was developed and communicated to the general membership, 
it was not independent from the company. From the start, this strategy was entirely aimed at 
meeting the demands of the company. This is consistent with other similar cases where 
plants were being threatened. (Wells 1997, 2001) Interestingly, the nationally directed 
response anticipated the work rule changes that the company would later demand. 

The national and local union were making the case that Oakville workers were 
competitive and flexible before Ford publicly articulated any demands from Oakville 
workers, or mentioned that it was considering a new investruent and possible changeover to 
flexible manufacturing. This is evidence that the union has enough experience negotiating in 
a defensive, insecure environment to know what the company's demands will be. 
Additionally, the union had signed a letter during 2002 bargaining stating that the union 
agreed to "cooperation in achieving operational improvements at Oakville." (CAW, 2002: 
401) This indicates that the 'writing was on the wall' with respect to upcoming changes to 
local work rule practices. 

The future of Ford's presence in Oakville was extremely uncertain as the union 
entered 2002 bargaining with the Big 3. General Motors was chosen as the target for this 
round of bargaining. Ford was number two. This meant that Ford would need to match 
wage and benefit increases reached at GM. Further, bargaining with Ford was significantly 
different than bargaining with GM due to threatened plant closures and poor sales records. 

During bargaining, it was claimed that the future of production in Oakville was a top 
priority. The local president's report of 2002 bargaining included a statement that "the 
CAW, both locally and nationally, wants to be a part of the new vision for Oakville, and this 
requires us to do all we can to maintain Oakville as a successful, high-quality, and efficient 
assembly complex." (Reporter, President's Report, November/December 2002) The 
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bargaining committee's priority was clearly the preservation and protection of as many jobs 
as possible. The central strategy used in efforts to accomplish this goal was to adopt 
wholesale the company's agenda and goals of quality and efficiency. 1bis is reflected in the 
rhetoric that was distributed by means of The Reporter. 

Bargaining outcomes of prime importance to Oakville workers included 600 
voluntary retirement packages for senior workers (later increased to nearly 800); a provision 
guaranteeing 80% income maintenance in the event of market-driven down time for the 
three year life of the agreement; a commitment for the life of the agreement to mothball 
OTP rather than tear it down and a commitment from the company that production would 
continue at OTP until July of 2004. 

The company also signed a letter stating that they would consider flexible 
manufacturing in Oakville contingent on two conditions. (CAW, 2002: 400) Ford stated that 
their commitment was "conditional on the union's commitment to implement operating 
efficiencies and work practice changes reqnired for a fully competitive manufacturing and 
assembly operation." (CAW, 2002: 400) and on government support for the project 

The union's commitment to work practice changes had two concrete manifestations. 
The system that administers workers' breaks from the line would be changed. Also, a 
temporary, part-time worker program would be introduced. 

Regarding breaks from the line, the practice of 'tag relief' would no longer be 
guaranteed. 1bis practice means that workers are given a small break from the line both 
before and after lunch. 'Relief' workers rotate through these jobs, 'tagging' them to allow 
them to leave for a break. 1bis contrasts with mass relief where the entire line in a given 
department is shut down for the duration of relief time. 

Whether workers receive tag relief or mass relief will now be at the discretion of the 
company. The negotiated language suggests that shifting to mass relief will have to be 
premised on poor market conditions. Specific criteria for the establishment of such a case 
are absent. 1bis increases functional flexibility for the company. Workers who perform the 
relief jobs know several jobs. Once a shift to mass relief is made, Ford has the ability to 
place all workers who hold these jobs onto whatever job they wish. 1bis change will be 
extremely significant for workers who hold the relief jobs, but will have little impact on most 
other workers. 

Next, temporary part-time workers (fPTs) will be hired for the first time at Oakville. 
These workers will be limited to working on Mondays and Fridays at present. 1bis increases 
numerical flexibility for the company. The ability to bring a group of workers in and send 
them home with as little friction as possible has been facilitated. 

The manner in which the TPT program has been negotiated and launched at 
Oakville is of particular importance. No language exists in the master agreement concerning 
TPTs. The local agreement between the bargaining committee of Local 707 and Ford 
contains a letter that states "A Temporary Part-Time Employee Program will be 
implemented no later than January 1, 2003." (CAW, 2002: 396) Details concerning the 
implementation of the TPT program are unavailable. The letter goes on to state that "1bis 
program will be modeled after similar programs negotiated at the Windsor operations." 
(CAW, 2002: 396) 

The introduction of a second tier status for some workers at the Oakville site is 
being negotiated locally. The collective agreement language referring to the TPT program is 
limited to a letter exchanged between the company and the local union. 1bis means that the 
implementation of the program is not covered in either the formal national or formal local 
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agreement. As a result, ti,e status and rights of workers hired under ilie TPT program is not 
yet clear. 

The central reason for a lack of clarity on ilie implementation of TPTs at Oakville is 
ilie lack of formal language. Thus, ilie negotiation of this program offers evidence of not 
only a decentralization of bargaining, but also an informalization of negotiations at ilie local 
level. Importantly, ilie decentralization of bargaining is a necessary precursor for ilie 
company's ability to whipsaw workers. If some dimensions of bargaining are fragmented 
into local agreements (formal and informal), this allows ilie company to further ilieir agenda 
of putting workers into competition wiili each oilier. 

Such informalization is being carried out wiili national coordination. The union's in
plant chair for ilie van plant, Phil Klug reported iliat "ilie master [bargaining] committee met 
wiili ilie President and one of ilie Chairpersons of Local 200 in Windsor to review ilieir 
implementation procedures for TPT, which has been in place at ilieir location for four 
years." (Reporter, November/December 2002, Plant 7 Chairperson's Report) This means 
iliat ilie introduction of temporary part-time workers is being coordinated between locals by 
ilie national union. 

It is clear iliat ilie master committee is playing a coordinative role in this instance. It 
is less clear if iliat role is one of resisting ilie introduction of a second-tier workforce at 
Oakville. At ilie ratification meeting for this collective agreement, members of Local 707 
were told iliat iliey were ilie last hold out and iliat all oilier locations had adopted TPTs. 
The Ford master committee is coordinating iliese concessions across locals. 

Ford was able to make gains in boili functional and numeric flexibility as well as 
contributing to a continued decentralization of bargaining to ilie local level. More 
importantly, ilie manner in which ilie TPT program was negotiated suggests an 
informalization of bargaining at ilie local level. The fact that the inforrnalization is occurring 
with national master committee coordination offers a brake on the progress of the local 
towards a more vulnerable position regarding whipsawing. Homogeneity of informal work 
rule concessions are not as bad as heterogeneous, uncoordinated changes to work rules. 
Uncoordinated work rule concessions iliat are not the same at every location offers 
employers increased fertile ground upon which iliey are able to nutture competition between 
workers at different locations. Coordinated changes place limits on the divergence of work 
rules and thus reduces the variety of variables available to be used in a potential competition 
between locations. 

This is not to suggest that Big 3 negotiations are heading backwards for workers in 
all respects. In fact, strong progress continues to be made on wages and benefits. 
Continuous improvements in this area are being made at ilie level of ilie formal pattern, or 
national level. This has allowed pattern bargaining across the Big 3 to be maintained while 
increasingly important work rule concessions are being negotiated at the local level. The 
negative changes to work rules outlined above are occurring at ilie informal, plant specific 
level. 

The second condition iliat Ford articulated before new investments in flexible 
manufacturing would be considered was government support. Specifically, the company 
stated iliat: 

In addition to Ford's commitment to develop a fully compel1l1ve 
manufacturing operation and ilie union's agreement to cooperation in 
achieving operational improvements at Oakville, obtaining federal and 
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provincial government assistance will be key to the viability of the business 
case to acllleve this long tenn vision for the Oakville site. (CA W, 2002: 400) 

This statement is an illustrative example of Ford's position. It offers a dear map of 
the company's vision of a tri-partite productivity alliance. All three 'partners' have their 
specific roles that contribute to a shared goal - Ford's success. In an immediate way, the 
local union mobilized as best it could to lobby the various governments to support Ford. 
Again, Ford was setting the agenda and the local was following. Management at the Oakville 
site has made the case that they are on the same side as workers in their efforts to lobby 
Detroit's senior managers for a new product. They have argued that they would also lose 
their jobs if Detroit refused new investment. In no sense is the strategy being developed 
independent. It has been limited to pursuing Ford's agenda. 

Given the size and importance of the auto sector, it is unsurprising that auto 
companies are often able to affect changes in government policies rather than simply have 
policies imposed on the industry. (Molot 1993: 2) This makes government lobbying an 
expected target. Political considerations have become increasingly important to Ford's 
locational decisions regarding new investment (Studer 1998: 92) The local's strategic focus 
on lobbying government to support Ford by making public money accessible again shows 
weak and non-independent agenda setting. 

In contrast, a consistent demand for an auto sector policy has come from the union's 
national office. Demands for a new policy have expanded since the 2000 ruling of the 
World Trade Organization against the Auto Pact. It is argued that the disappearance of this 
industry specific trade management policy has eroded protections that preserved jobs in 
Canadian auto assembly. The policies that are suggested as essential for a new auto policy 
include both incentives for investment and disincentives for 'sales only' auto strategies. 
(Stanford 2002) Although the policy suggestions developed in these materials are 
independent from any specific company, they remain elite level lobbying tools aimed at 
government officials and bureaucrats rather than local level mobilization tools. 

In order to complement the lobbying efforts that had been pursued by elected union 
representatives, a 'special membership meeting' was organized for February 1" 2004. The 
meeting's purpose was largely to engage the general membership with the government 
lobbying strategy and to convince elected government officials that Oakville workers were 
concerned about their jobs. Several guest speakers were invited. 1bis included elected 
officials from all three levels of government and CAW staff economist, Jim Stanford. One 
reporter described the meeting as "union leaders making desperate pleas for government 
action to protect Canada's steel and auto industries." (Hamilton Spectator, Monday, 
February 2, 2004, A 7) This meeting was declared a success by the local leadership with 
roughly 1000 workers from the Oakville plants attending. 

The local leadership repeatedly called for workers to lobby politicians to support the 
auto industry. The local went as far as to publish the contact infonnation of every federal 
Member of Parliament in Ontario in the March I April 2003 Reporter. An appeal to contact 
these politicians and to "ask if they support the auto industry" served as an introduction to 
the listed addresses. 

Despite these repeated calls, no workers who were surveyed or who participated in 
focus groups mentioned lobbying politicians. Both focus groups were asked if they saw a 
role for workers at this location in Ford's decision to change over to flexible manufacturing. 
Nobody mentioned lobbying government. It is difficult to measure the number of workers 
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who took the union's instruction up and 'lobbied their representatives.' However, the total 
absence of any mention of lobbying government suggests that workers were not particularly 
engaged with this strategy. 

The power to develop an agenda, build strategy and communicate these among the 
general membership have been successfully achieved by the local and national leadership. 
However, strategy that has been built is not independent of the company and has been 
organized in a top down fashion. While some of the materials developed by the national 
office of the union are clearly independent from any specific company, these do not form 
part of a local strategy, 

Local 707 has largely built a strategy that is a reactionary response to Ford's 
competitive strategy. This means that the local's strategy is not independent. The language 
of 'no concessions' and the logic behind such stances that suggests temporary 
accommodation, but not subordination is no longer visible. Union representatives are now 
arguing a business case of competitiveness aimed at the general membership as well as the 
company and government. Although the transition in language has not been instantaneous, 
if offers confirmation of weak agenda setting. Also, a decentralization of bargaining is 
evident in some of the work rule changes proposed in the FMA. However, coordination 
across union locals is being maintained despite an informahzation of work rules. 
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Internal Solidarity: 
Democracy in the local union 

The local union power resource referred to as internal solidarity has at least two 
meanings. First, the concept can be used to describe the relationship between workers and 
their union. This will be referred to as formal internal solidarity. Second, internal solidarity 
may also be used to indicate the relationship between workers on the shop floor, quite 
separate from any institutional or formal union structures. This type of internal solidarity 
will be referred to as informal. High levels of membership participation and democracy are 
indicators of a strong local. Locals without the democratic participation and engagement of 
members generally lack a fundamental cohesion that is necessary for collective action. 

A 'flerible manufacturing agreement' (FMA) was reached between the Ford Motor 
Company of Canada and CAW, Local 707 on May 15"' 2004. There is no guarantee that this 
agreement will be implemented. An investment and changeover to flerible manufacturing 
would trigger the terms of the FMA. Introduction of the work rule changes contained in the 
FMA pose a substantive threat to formal internal solidarity. An increase in workers' 
collaboration with management is the primary threat to internal solidarity. 

The wholesale lack of internal debate or discussion over different possibilities 
regarding work rule changes increases workers' alienation from their union. Further, 
structural changes to umon representation practices are contained in the FMA. As will be 
explained, these changes will tend to reduce the adversarial capacity of the union, thus 
constraining future possible mobilizations. 

Other changes to work rules have the effect of reducing the significance of seniority 
On the shop floor. Ford's combination of work rule changes and their most recent lean 
production scheme, the Ford Production System (FPS), will likely further erode formal 
internal solidarity. These changes combine to establish a substantive change in the manner 
in which compliance is gained. This suggests that recent changes are not simply a temporary 
compliance, but rather a step towards the building of a more enduring alliance with 
management. 

Formal internal solidarity cannot be maintained in the absence of a participatory and 
democratic culture. Democratic practices are at the heart of an active union. If a union is 
not democratic, it cannot effectively represent workers because their collective desires and 
needs are obviously not being fed into the organization. Many organizations may anticipate 
the needs of its members, but without consistent democratic practices, such procedures are 
bound to lose step with the membership. The desire for more democratic participation and 
some collective experience with democratic experimentation are both present at Local 707. 

Membership involvement in the development of the FMA in Oakville was limited to 
two narrow interventions. First, Local 707's bargaining committee was empowered to 
negotiate the terms of potential changes to the collective agreement at the April 25th general 
membership meeting. Support for the bargaining committee to take this issue up (and 
potentially open our collective agreement) was nearly unanimous. 

There were more members at this meeting than is typical for a regular monthly 
meeting. There are typically about a hundred members out of over four thousand at a 
general monthly membership meeting; the April meeting had approrimately five to six 
hundred workers in attendance. The main implication of the question addressed at this 
meeting was 'open up the collective agreement or risk Ford leaving Oakville.' Near 
unanimous support is predictable in such a case as the framing of the question dictates that 
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d,ere is no real alternative to openillg the agreement. In other words, there are not very 
many workers who would choose to risk Ford leaving Oakville and losing their job in order 
to prevent the openillg of the collective agreement. This does not mean that this was the 
real substantive choice, but radler that the limited framing of dle question determined dle 
outcome. 

Ford management from Detroit met widl the full leadership of Local 707 on May 4" 
2003 to oudine dleir vision for flexible manufacturing. Ford inlposed a deadline of May 15" 
to achieve an agreement in principle. Management reponedly stated dlat without an 
agreement in principle, the company would look elsewhere for their new investment. 
(Repotter, May/June 2003, K1ug, 7, Appendix 2) The spread of this ultimatunl fuelled dle 
ongoing perception dlat workers were competing widl other workers for new investment 
and the corresponding potential increases in job security. 

The time between dle 10'" and dle 14" was an intense period of negotiation. 
Workers wondered what the company would be demanding. The company's demands were 
made clear on Sunday, May 14"'. (Appendix 2) The local union organized a mass meeting to 
repon. The usual methods used to manage such a meeting were maintained. The bargaining 
committee offered an explanation of dle areas where changes would be made to dle 
collective agreement and unaninlously recommended a positive vote. 

Changes dlat were significant for formal internal solidarity included modifications to 
representation structures and restrictions on mobility through dle internal labour market of 
the plant. The inlplications of dlese changes were not discussed at dUs meeting. These 
proposed changes were framed as a 'yes' or 'no' question. There was no discussion or 
debate over what options existed within the concessionary package. 

Workers were asked to vote on dle tentative changes after a short question and 
answer period. A total of 1586 votes were cast dlat day - 1338 production, 248 skilled 
trades - out of just over 4000. This second (and equally limited) instance of membership 
involvement in dle process resulted in a 92.4% positive vote for dle list of modifications to 
work rules. This voter tumout is approximately 37% of dle membership that was eligible to 
vote. 

TIle low turnout may seem difficult to understand given what was at stake. None of 
dle focus group participants mentioned that dley had not attended (or why dley had or 
hadn't done so) and none of dle workers who filled out surveys addressed this. No 
questions regarding this meeting direcdy were asked in either instance. This suggests that 
dle meeting was not seen as particularly inlponant or significant. 

Despite the lack of data, dle low tumout and voting may be explained in a couple of 
ways. First, workers who chose not to vote may not have been able to gauge dle seriousness 
of what was at stake. However, dle premise dlat workers did not realize dle seriousness of 
dle threat dlat Ford was making is difficult to accept. 

Nearly all issues of dle union newsletters (which are direct mailed to members 
houses) since dle closure announcement on January 11,2002 contained relevant information 
confirming dlat the future of dle plant was at stake. The major regional (and national) 
newspapers all reported on dle loss of dle truck plant and dle possibility that Ford may turn 

to anodler plant to invest in flexible manufacturing. Television broadcasts covered dle story 
extensively. There was also widespread discussion of dle issues occurring in the plant, 
aldlough this is more difficult to measure. 

Evidence from surveys and bodl focus groups suggests dlat workers did know what 
was at stake. Almost all surveyed workers disagreed with the statement that dleir 'job is 
more secure now dIan it was five years ago.' When focus group participants were asked if 
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Ford could pull out of Oakville permanently, various workers said that this was a realistic 
possibility. Nobody in either group disagreed with the assertion that Ford could leave 
Oakville. The degree of insulation from what was taking place that would be required for 
workers not to appreciate what was at stake would be enormous. Thus, the explanations for 
the lack of participation must lie elsewhere. 

A second explanation for the low turnout is related to the nature of the debate 
concerning the best way forward. Essentially, the debate was framed as 'concessions or no 
jobs.' Such a framing ensures a meaningless debate. One worker explained the process as 
follows: 

I think we'll vote yes all day long just because it's in our best interests to do 
that, just to make sure that we secure the investment, and we just nod our 
heads and do what's necessary (Focus Group 2) 

1ms suggests that there is not a real 'choice' or a meaningful debate of alternatives. 
Interestingly, this worker has also highlighted the limited role that most workers have in the 
process. This simply includes 'nodding heads' and voting 'yes' when issues are in front of 
you. Given the lack of substantive alternatives, some workers may have chosen to rely on 
their co-workers who could be counted on to vote 'yes' to the work rule changes and ensure 
that a small and unorganized minority of workers voting 'no' on the agreement would not 
put the plant at risk. 

A decision-making role constrained to this degree is a recipe for alienation from the 
process. When asked directly about their role in the process, one worker described the 
membership'S role as "raising your hand at a meeting and saying I, and then just crossing 
your fingers." (Focus Group 2) It is not a surprise that just over a third of workers decided 
to participate in vote that was descrihed as "of the utmost importance that AU.. members 
attend" in a call out leaflet for the meeting signed by the president of the local. 

Oakville's Liberal Member of Parliament, Bonnie Brown commented that "a 
member from Oakville who didn't want this [flexible manufacturing] to happen is a moron." 
(Oakville Beaver, Wednesday May 19,2004: 1) The vote that took place on May 14"' was a 
'yes or 'no' to work rule changes that had been negotiated and were aimed at attracting a 
possible investment and change to flexible manufacturing. Bonnie Brown's description of the 
choice is closer to the actual implication of the vote. Brown's statement illustrates the 
degree of meaninglessness of the vote because she describes the 'yes' vote as for flexible 
manufacturing and the 'no' vote against the possibility of new investment. In other words, 
her comment supports the assertion that the 'decision' was essentially meaningless as it was 
presented. 

The options for membership involvement beyond voting yes or no when required 
were also extremely constrained. When asked about participation in activities organized by 
the local union that were aimed at mobilizing to prevent the closure of OTP or to make the 
case for new investment for OAP, one worker stated that he had volunteered to be on a 
comntittee, but "they only met during working hours; they don't want to pay me lost time 
so ... I was trying to get them to meet after hours, but ah, none of the guys wanted to meet 
after hours." (Focus Group 1) The price for this worker's participation was his hourly 
wage. This proved to be too expensive for him. There is no direct evidence that others 
made the same choice, but this certainly offers a powerful structural barrier to the 
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participation of other workers. There is no evidence that the master bargaining committee 
or the leadership of the local in any way solicited the opinions of the general membership. 

Both groups of workers who participated in the focus group discussions were asked 
direcdy about their involvement with any political activities related to the closure of OTP. 
One worker responded that: 

I find a lot of that is being told what to do rather than ... get a whole group 
of people together and we'll tell them what to do. It's just easier to tell them 
that they're part of a committee and that this is what it does - rather than get 
a group of people and ask for input (Focus Group 1) 

This is an example of frustration with the lack of participation in the setting of the 
agenda. Such a statement points to a lack of democratic input. 

The decision to actively engage in a ratcheting down of work rules took place based 
on a membership meeting of a few hundred where the decision was essentially 'open up the 
collective agreement or risk Ford leaving Oakville'. Next, a ratification meeting took place 
where less than 40% of the membership voted on the question of 'concessions or no jobs.' 
Predictably, workers voted overwhelmingly for the concessions. Further, workers' option of 
volunteering on committees to help in organizing efforts was structurally limited. A 
substantive discussion of the implications of alternatives to the present course never 
occurred. 

Ford placed a demand on the local leadership that they provide an agreement in nine 
days. Attached to this demand was a threat that if an agreement was not reached, the 
company would look elsewhere for new investment. This extremely short turnaround rime 
limited the potential to initiate and engage in a thorough discussion of alternatives. Ford 
must have known this. 

The impetus for the nine-day turnaround rime is particularly curious given that as of 
September 2004, the company has still not made any concrete commitment to the Oakville 
location. The reasons for the demand that an agreement be established within such a short 
window are unclear, although it seems that the deadline must have been artificially imposed. 
It is also unclear how flexible Ford could have been on this issue. Despite the nine-day 
ultimatum, any union representatives' articulation of outrage or even unease that a thorough 
debate could not occur on such a schedule was completely absent. Further, the letter that 
was attached to the 2002 collective agreement that made Ford's upcoming demands for 
more 'flexibility' obvious had been known about for almost two years. The wholesale lack 
of preparation for such a predictable event is surprising. 

One of the politically active workers who participated in the June 29m focus group 
described his understanding of Ford's logic as follows: 

This is what we're going to do, and we'll throw Buzz [Hargrove, CAW 
president] a carrot and we'll say well, you know, we'll do this for you, if you 
do this, this and this, and if you can get 707 to do this, this and this, if you 
can get 707's members to do this, this and this, then, you guys will have your 
flex plant (Focus Group 1) 

Such a statement articulates a suspicion that the bargaining was organized at the elite 
level of the union and imposed in a downward direction. It is difficult to imagine that FMA 
negotiations could have occurred in any other way given the severe constrain ts. The fact 
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that an agreement was negotiated, a mass meeting organized and voting accomplished and 
counted in such a limited time frame all points to an extreme over~simplification of complex 
1ssues. 

The structures of union representation will be significantly changed with the FMA. 
Oakville stewards have in practice been granted the entire day off to pursue union 
responsibilities. Ths accepted practice demtes from the negotiated language contained in 
the Collective Agreement. The negotiated language illctates that Oakville stewards are 
limi.ted to a maximum of four hours per worJcing day off therr job to fulfill therr steward 
responsibilities. (CAW, 2002: 23) Despite the fact that thjs established practice would likely 
hold up in an estoppel argument before an arbitrator, the FMA includes a change to the 
relevant language that outlines union representation on the shop floor of Ford's plant in St. 
Thomas, Ontario. 

The St. Thomas plant uses a system of representation where the number of union 
representatives is dllectly proportional to the number of workers who are in the plant. 
(CAW, 2002: 29) While thjs is also the case at Oakville, the representatives in St. Thomas 
are fuJJ~time rather than part~time and there are fewer of them. The implementation of the 
St. Thomas language will bring front line, visible union representatives down by between sri 
and ejght in Oakville. Oakville workers will have roughly 19 full~time representatives instead 
of 31 part~rime. However, the long accepted practice of Oakville representatives being 
granted the full day off the line means that the FMA introduces a loss of between sri and 
ejght representatives. Ths will obv;ously reduce the v;sibility and presence of the formal 
union representatives on the shop floor. 

Until now, there have rustorically been clear geograpruc demarcations between 
stewards' jurisillctions. One of the results of thjs model has been that stewards (or 
alternates) were called in to work whenever a single worker in therr jurisillction was called in. 
Consequently, if a few workers from illfferent departments were offered weekend work, a 
union representative for each department represented would also be called in at overtime 
rates. Ths practice will also be eniling with the implementation of the FMA. At all times, 
the number of union representatives will be dllectly proportional to the number of workers 
in the plant. The number of representatives agreed to in the FMA falls between the prev;ous 
steward and committee member numbers. Thus, the work of the union representatives will 
be a combination of committee work and steward work. The result of tills change will be a 
reduction in the number of front line, v;sible union representatives and an increase in their 
workload. 

Due to the illsappearance of the requirement that a departmental steward be called in 
to work whenever someone within therr jurisillction was worJcing, a new system of overtime 
allocation for union representatives will need to be introduced. The in~plant chair of the 
union will have sole illscretion over what representatives are called in for the overtime. The 
prev;ous structures that allocated overtime guaranteed large amounts of hours (and thus 
income) to most representatives. The plant chair's centralized control over overtime (and 
thus income) illstribution and the large reduction in the hours of overtime available are 
guaranteed to generate new conflicts within the union's in~plant committee. The fact that 
Ford has made broad and significant progress in therr work intensification agenda means 
that union representatives will now have an added incentive to try to stay in therr jobs, and 
off the line. A recipe for conflict within the in~plant committee has all of the required 
ingreillents lined up. 
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Structures that guarantee workers access to their union representatives during the 
workday have also suffered a setback. An accepted practice in the Oakville plants is that 
workers who place a call in for their steward are granted a small amount of time off the line. 
It is always a challenge to maintain an engaged conversation while keeping up with line 
speed. Therefore, another worker who is responsible to cover medical and washroom 
breaks typically perfonns the necessary work while a discussion with a union steward occurs 
'off-line'. This time has never been officially regulated or controlled. This allows workers to 
speak to their stewards (or committee representatives) without the constant pressure of the 
line. Phone calls or meetings with management or labour relations officers are often 
required to solve a particular problem. These can usually be taken care of immediately 
because workers' jobs are covered for a small amoWlt of time. 

Included in the FMA is a commitment from the union that there will no longer be 
any automatic time off the line for workers wanting to speak to their union representatives. 
The modified language requires that stewards request an off-line discussion with the 
appropriate supervisor. This ptactice will strategically place a management representative 
into the middle of the relationship between front line union representatives and workers. 
The obligation inherent in this agreement will obviously be nearly impossible to enforce. 
However, the direction in which the local union is heading with the removal of the principle 
that steward consultations would be taken care of off-line is clear for all members. 

The newly introduced limits on getting problems solved immediately by talking to 
workers off-line will also reduce the capacity to solve problems. The combination of 
reduced front line union representatives and these limits on problem solving capacities will 
both reduce the visibility of the union on the shop £loor and reduce the capacity of union 
representatives to effectively solve problems. Internal conflicts between members of the in
plant committee also have a strong chance of increasing. 

One focus group participant suggested that "right now we're kind of saying uncle 
until we get these jobs and then ... " (Focus Group 2) This comment suggests that there is a 
chance that the present accommodations are temporary and that we will build for a better 
day in the future. However, the loss of front line union representation suggests otherwise. 
This change points to a structural change that will limit or constrain future mobilization 
possibilities. These structural modifications that will negatively impact the relationship 
between workers and their union. A strong possibility exists that formal internal solidarity 
will be reduced. 

One worker attempted to offer an optimistic opinion regarding the potential erosion 
of front line umon representatives in the plant by arguing that "if the £lex plant comes in, 
we're going to have more workers and they're going to have less representation. It doesn't 
make any sense whatsoever, so that's actually going to create some militancy on the £loor. 
It's going to create people who become active." (Focus Group 1) This assertion is somewhat 
incoherent if interpreted exclusively through the lens of formal union structures. The 
erosion of umon representation and potential increase of internal conflict means that the 
visibility, presence and effective problem solving power of the formal union will be reduced. 
It is not clear how this could lead to an automatic increase in workers' involvement. 

The statement gains some clarity if it is understood in tenns of infonnal internal 
solidarity. The reduction of formal structures does not mean that workers will not make 
attempts to improve their lives on the shop £loor. Rather, the logic suggests that if formal 
structures are reduced, and their efficacy eroded, workers will be pushed to seek other, often 
informal fonns of internal solidarity in order to solve prohlems. 
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Other areas in which Ford indicated that concessions must be made was in both 
temporary limits on workers' mobility through the internal labour market of the plant and 
long term implementation of teamwork. Both of these requirements were integrated into 
the FMA. These two issues are linked in that they both serve as a frontal assault on the 
historic maintenance of job rights that are tighdy connected to seniority. Preservation of 
seniority rights is important for the maintenance of protections for older workers. 
Maintenance of the seniority principle is also central to the job control unionism of the 
CAW. The significance of seniority rights has been reduced in exchange for a potential 
increase in job security. 

The internal labour market of all organized auto plants is pardy governed by the 
principle of seniority. Some of the highest seniority jobs in the plant are those that allow 
workers to be insulated from the disciplining pace of the assembly line. This includes 
cleaning, sweeping, small tool repair and other non-skilled trades maintenance jobs. 
According to the FMA, all workers performing work in a work group will be required to 
rotate on a regrilar basis. The shape and size of work groups are not yet clear, but this could 
include senior workers. This means that senior workers who had bid onto off-line jobs may 
be forced to rotate through jobs hack on the line as they will not be able to maintain 
ownership of the better jobs within the work groups. 

The consequences of these changes for senior workers may also contribute to the 
growth of an informal internal solidarity. As these workers lose their ability to use the 
seniority system to escape bad jobs, their inc1irtation to find other routes to improve their 
situation may increase. 

The Ford Production System is linked to the change to a team based structure. The 
Ford Production System (FPS) is the Ford Motor Company's latest permutation of lean 
production. 'The training manual for the Ford Production System 3-Day Plant Awareness 
Session quotes the dictum ofTaiichi Ohno, chief architect of the Toyota Production System, 
that 'Elimination of Waste' requires management to 'reduce the time line by removing non
value added wastes.' " (Babson 1998: 28) Of course, the non-value added wastes are the 
usual target - the few valuable seconds between jobs where workers recover or set up for 
the incoming unit. The new investments in Oakville remain possible, but not certain. Thus, 
specific production targets for a potential new vehicle have not yet been determined. The 
logic that pervades the FPS program remains the same, the removal of 'non-value added 
waste', 

The language of empowerment is being maintained throughout the expansion of 
FPS. The program is designed as an attempt to elicit support of workers as "active agents in 
reengineering their own jobs." (Babson 1998: 29) The logic of teamwork, job rotation, and 
'trairtirtg' pervades FPS. As is typical of such management directed schemes, FPS maintains 
the goal of job expansion rather than enrichment, the harnessing of peer pressure through 
team based structures and training that is ainted at socializing workers to management's 
goals. (Babson 1998: 31) 

An alienation from the process of collective decision making provides fertile ground 
for Ford's efforts to build collaboration through the FPS system. The lack of membership 
involvement and substantive debate of alternatives oudined above increases possibilities for 
alienation of workers from their union. 

A few of the survey participants described Ford's efforts as sincere attempts to 
'involve workers in the everyday run of the plant,' and 'to have everyone working to achieve 
the same goal.' Central to management control systems such as FPS is an attempt to get 
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'buy in' from workers. 11,ere is nothing automatic about workers who are alienated from 
their union becoming marc susceptible to such management initiatives. However, workers 
who are engaged and involved in their unions may be better equipped to contribute to a 
mobilization capacity against management directives. 

Any speculation that FPS was designed as a sincere attempt to empower workers is 
quickly eroded with a look at the company's 1994 'Production System Study Group on Team 
Concept' which "puts at the top of its list of 'Common Management Concerns' the 
possibility that team concept will be 'l\1isinterpreted as a Democratic Process.'" (Babson 
1998: 31) This means that Ford has no intention of opening up decision making in any but a 
narrowly managed sense. While input from workers may be gathered and selectively applied 
by management, decision making power remains firmly in the exclusive jurisdiction of 
management. 

One survey respondent argued that Ford was introducing FPS "to make workers 
more involved in the company (an assembler know his job better than anyone, that is an 
advantage for the company.)" The introduction of FPS is correctly understood to be an 
attempt to gather information from front line workers that the company would otherwise 
not have access to. The potential that workers may interpret a soliciting of their input as 
democratic input into work organization is strictly limited by the company's own policies 
quoted above. 

Workers in Oakville had a clear sense that FPS was an important variable in Ford's 
deliberations on where to locate new investments. Survey responses indicated that workers 
believed FPS was important, but there was not a clear sense of why workers thought this to 
be true. The reasons why Ford had introduced FPS were also not clearly articulated. In 
other words, workers think that FPS is important, but were unable to explain why they 
believed this to be the Case. 

The lack of any democratic debate and workers' input into decision making or 
agenda setting has contributed to the lack of coherence in the understanding of FPS. 
Workplace changes that incorporate teamwork are included in the FMA. The triggering of 
the conditions outlined in the FMA is contingent on new investment. The new investment 
has not been made. For this reason, it is too early to analyze the impacts of the teamwork 
and the spread of FPS. 

A second affront to the seniority system is the yearlong limit on workers bidding on 
and moving to a better job (in or outside of their department). This limit has been imposed 
in two instances. Upon closing of the truck plant, workers who bid on jobs in the van plant 
(OAP) are now tied to those jobs for one year. Also, upon the potential introduction of 
flexible manufacturing workers will not be allowed to bid on jobs outside of their 
department (they will be rotating through several jobs within the department). This will 
affect workers of all levels of seniority. Both of these changes are an affront to the historic 
commitment to the principle of seniority. The modifications will limit the 'churning', or 
turnover within a particular department, that typically takes place after workers discover that 
the job they bid on (sight unseen) and were granted is not matched to the level of seniority 
that they have. 

At a superficial level, such an affront to the principle of seniority (that had 
questionable memberslllp support) may be seen as strictly negative because the mobility 
rights of workers within the plant are restricted. However, informal internal solidarity has 
the potential to be increased as a result of these limits. If workers are trapped within a 
department, they may have more of a stake or commitment to improving the situation in 
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that particular department. Also, workers may get to know each other better and have more 
of an oppormnity to develop a culture of mutual support if the usual in and out-migration of 
a given departtnent is restricted. 

The significance of seniority for the CAW's job control unionism will be eroded 
with the implementation of the FMA. Teamwork, limits on workers' mobility through the 
internal labour market and FPS are all examples of management's desire to make progress in 
their targeting of quality, efficiency and the elimination of 'non-value added' time. All of 
these features offer substantive threats to formal internal solidarity. 

Various threats to formal internal solidarity in the local ate present. The FMA 
approved by the membership on May 15, 2004 moves the local towards a more enduring 
collaboration with management. This is the case in at least two ways. The reduction of 
front line union representatives and the intervention of front line supervisors into the 
relationship between workers and their representatives ate two major threats. Further, this 
reduction may have the effect of constraining the possibility of future mobilizations. The 
wholesale lack of internal debate or discussion over different possibilities regarding work 
rule changes increases workers' alienation from their union. 

In contrast, the reduction of front line union representatives, the reduction in the 
importance of seniority and the negotiated limits on workers mobility in the internal labour 
market may contribute to the development of an informal, and potentially stronger culture 
of mumal support than would otherwise be the case. 

Also, Ford's most recent lean production scheme, known as FPS, is increasing in 
importance as union representation is declining and alienation from collective decision 
making is apparent. The local union has never before faced the crisis of a plant closure and 
such future uncertainty. This makes comparison with similar historical situations difficult It 
is thus nearly impossible to determine if the levels of alienation from decision making are 
new, or simply a continued progression. The significance of seniority on the shop floor has 
also been reduced. The combination of these changes will reduce the formal adversaria! 
capacity of the union. 

The local union power resource known as formal internal solidarity refers to the 
relationship between workers and their union. High levels of membership participation and 
democracy are indicators of a strong local. Locals without the democratic participation and 
engagement of members lack a fundamental cohesion necessary for leadership initiated 
autonomous collective action. There is both a desire for more information and democracy. 
As will be described in the next section, there is also a collective experience with democratic 
experimentation that could be drawn upon if efforts to develop the local in this direction 
were initiated. 
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External solidarity 

External solidarity refers to the horizontal and vertical linkages that exist between 
union locals, different unions and unions and the broader community. As Ford develops its 
competitive strategy, workers are placed into competition with each other. External 
solidarity offers an antidote to the downward spiral of competition and whipsawing. 

The need for a substantial change in strategy is clear. A brief examination of 
potential areas of union strength highlights this need for change. The post-war settlement in 
Canada resulted in the construction of an industrial relarions system that inhibits progress 
towards external solidarity. Specifically, the Canadian industrial relations system limits 
workers' ability to bargain over the geographical location of new investments, thus 
constraining a potential dialogue with workers at other locations. Also, the nationally 
bounded system of industrial relations has caused trade unions to develop national strategies, 
despite an increasingly mobile capital. This means that traditional collective bargaining 
efforts offer little influence over decisions such as location of capital investment. 

At present, important horizontal and vertical links within the CAW are nationally 
limited. This includes the master bargaining committees for the Big 3 producers. No 
worker representatives from the relevant company from the US or Mexico participate in 
these structures. Horizontal and vertical linkages that exist between the union, other unions 
and community organizations need to be broadened and generalized throughout the union. 

An important contribution to the advancement of strategy to improve the present 
course includes opening up access to worker contacts in other countries. The structures 
employed by the flying squads offer an example to be emulated in the opening of discussions 
with workers in other countries. The decentralized, democratic practices of the flying squad 
meet the requirements for more democracy in the process demanded by workers and 
described in the previous section. 

The present trajectory that Local 707 is sustaining will guarantee continued erosion 
of working and living conditions for workers. Ford has established a pattern of threatened 
disinvestment followed by demands for changes to work rules. The most recent round of 
negotiations is similar to the spring of 1994 when Ford made new investments contingent on 
changes to local practices. (Wells 1997: 182) The present threats are different from the early 
nineties in that Local 707 lost an entire plant during this round of demands. While this 
indicates that the stakes were substantially higher, progress within the same pattern has been 
advanced. 

There is no indication that this progress will be slowed or stopped in the near future. 
This necessitates a changed course of action on the part of the union because the company 
appears to be satisfied with the present course. Yates has clearly articulated a concise set of 
union goals, or key areas where unions seek to make improvements. 

1. Improved wages and benefits to members 
2. The maintenance or expansion of the number of jobs available 
3. Progress on quality of working life 
4. Preservation of union organization and the capacity to act in the workplace 
5. Enhancement of the labour movement's political influence and I or power 
(Yates 1993: 211) 
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A brief evaluation of the local's progress in these five areas fuels a compelling 
argument that a major change is necessary. Improved wages and benefits is the only area 
where progress continues to be made. Control over these variables is maintained at the 
national pattern bargaining level. Pattern bargaining is being maintained even while 
concessions made at the local level are on increasing significance. The steady, predictable 
increases in wages and benefits have been maintained while all other areas have suffered 
setbacks. 

Any maintenance or expansion of the number of jobs available has been stticdy 
short-term and temporary. Advances have been made in increases in the number of buyout 
packages offered to senior workers. This advancement is tempered by the fact that Oakville 
continues to be stuck with a product that is not selling well and the innovative job 
protections that have been negotiated expire with the present collective agreement. 

Third, erosions in the quality of working life are observable at the local level. In 
addition to the erosion of the significance of seniority, another change that has been 
integrated into the FMA is mandatory Saturday work. If new investments are made at 
Oakville and the conditions of the FMA are ttiggered, workers will be required to work a six
day week on rotating shifts. Interestingly, the same hours or work structures have been 
negotiated at Bramalea Chrysler and GM's Oshawa facilities. This again highlights a national 
co-ordination of work rule changes. Additionally, the implications of changes to union 
representation structures or the progress of Ford's latest work intensification program, FPS 
is not yet clear. 

Next, the union's capacity to act in the workplace has been eroded. As oudined 
above, new structures will limit the number of union representatives on the shop floor, and 
increase their workload. Also, a requirement that front line supervisors are wedged into the 
relationship of workers and their union representatives forms a key component of the FMA. 
lbis significandy erodes the local's capacity as well as future mobilization potential. 

There is no evidence to suggest that the labour movement's political influence or 
power has been enhanced. While the local union leadership's lobbying skills must have been 
developed through their sustained efforts, the officers who were in place during these 
intense efforts were not re-elected to their respective positions in the most recent executive 
board elections. It is not clear that any institutional capacities that would survive changes in 
local leadership were built in this area. 

The lack of forward momentum in these broad areas supports an argument that 
change is imperative. One area where change is absolutely required is external solidarity. 
This includes vertical and horizontal linkages between unions and community groups. 
Given the extent to which Ford claims that workers are in competition with each other and 
the extent to which workers have internalized this notion, an explicit focus on external 
solidarity is essential. One of the structutal barriers that must be dealt with is the particular 
construction of the industtial relations system. 

In the first instance, the post World War 11 'compromise' WaS built on the clear 
demarcation of 'management rights'. This means that traditional collective bargaining efforts 
will offer lilde influence over decisions such as location of capital investment. Also, the 
Canadian industtial relations system is nationally constructed and' this constrains 
international developments. 

The post-World War II Canadian auto industty offered relatively stable, secure and 
well paying jobs. These characteristics were due to the successful bargaining efforts and 
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militant struggles of workers in the industry. Canadian workers did relatively well 
throughout the 'golden age' of the 1950s and 60s. (Gindin and Stanford 2003: 427) Workers 
successfully extracted concessions from profitable employers who were enjoying the 
affluence of the post-war boom. 

Employers were willing to consent to workers' demands for consistently rising 
material standards of living. A superficial scan of post-war bargaining gains offers evidence 
of innovative, precedent setting gains. (CAW;; One of the major gains established in this 
era was pattern bargaining. The premise of this type of bargaining was (and still is) to take 
wages out of competition. This combination of steady, incremental wage increases and 
pattern bargaining made up the heart of the narrow and economistic focus of labour's 
demands. 

Part of the reason for this narrow focus is an outcome of the legal context in which 
bargaining was occurring. The Rand Formula of 1946 continues to have an important 
influence over union strategy. Th.is legislative response to an increasing workplace militancy 
in the post-war period helped to funnel workers' demands towards the specific areas of 
wages and benefits and away from any control or legal right to influence 'management rights' 
that were defined broadly. The definition of management's exclusive decision making rights 
included location of new investment. 

Clear demarcation between bargainable and non-bargainable issues limits a more 
systematic, organized, strategic intervention into corporate decision making in this realm. 
Innovative attempts are being made to influence Ford's decisions, but these are limited to 
letters of understanding, and are open and non-enforceable. This does not provide a 
sufficient brake on Ford's ability to convince workers that they are competing against other 
workers in other countries for the possibility of new investment. 

Trade unions' historic commitment to taking wages out of competition is not as 
effective as it Once was. As capital becomes more mobile and trade rules are liberalized, a 
narrow economistic focus on wages and benefits will no longer offer workers the protection 
that it once did. Stillerman points out that "as they [trade unions] grew with the nation-state, 
they became more embedded in national systems of collective bargaining, political parties, 
trade law and So on." (Stillerrnan 2003: 583) The patterns of behaviour that labour has 
developed since the second World War urgently need to be modified. 

Not only are unions largely embedded into national systems, but the consequences 
of the particular construction of the Canadian class compromise includes a stimulus for a 
disciplining or suppression of rank and file militancy. (Wells 1995) The regulatory structures 
are demobilizing. (Yates 1993: 15) Workers' contribution to the 'compromise' is that no 
strikes can occur during the life of a collective agreement. This means that legitimacy and 
recognition seeking leaders adopt the role of disciplinarian regarding militancy from below. 

It appears that trade unions have maintained their commitment to contracts, 
grievance procedures and arbitration boards while these particular tools were not designed 
for the new context. Stillerrnan argues that "labour has had to unlearn existing patterns of 
action that are no longer effective in the current neoliberal era." (Stillerrnan 2003: 580) This 
'unlearning' is a continuous process. Commitment to establishing strong contracts, 
grievance procedures and arbitration cases remains a central component of protecting 
workers' interest, but sttategies can no longer be limited to the use of such traditional tools. 

The nationally consttucted industrial relations system in Canada also limits the 
union's response to Ford's international strategy. Continentalization of the auto industry has 
brought new sources of divisions between workers as they are placed into competition with 
each other. Independent trade union structures have largely been built within national 
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boundaries. While extensive international contacts and communication exists at elite levels 
of the labour movement, ,",,'orker to worker communication across national borders remains 
minimal at best. There are no readily apparent links between workers in different countries 
that include workers from Local 707. 

To date, the national office of the CAW has not integrated an international 
dimension into the 'Auto Policy Campaign.' The policy suggestions included in the 
arguments for an auto policy are incentives for investment and disincentives for 'sales only' 
auto strategies. (Stanford 2002) The only mention of anything international is a graph 
displaying the locations of the most recent 16 new vehicle assembly plants built or 
announced since 1990. These are split between US traditional, US right-to-work, Mexico 
and Canada. The graph is used to show that Canada has been losing out to other 
jurisdictions. 

When asked about this campaign, one focus group participant described it as "buy 
the Big three is basically it I think 'buy North American' was 'check the label, make sure it's 
made in North America.'" (Focus Group 1) The logic of this campaign suggests that buying 
a car made by Ford in Mexico will protect Canadian workers more than buying an imported 
vehicle. The link between an increase in Ford's profits and preservation of jobs in Oakville 
is extremely tenuous. When asked if the campaign made sense, this same worker replied, 

No, I don't think so, because when you take it into the broader context, just 
when you say 'buy North American,' that doesn't necessarily encompass 
human rights. There's a lot of North American sweatshops as well, and so I 
think if we would have taken that same campaign and put the effort into 
something like, 'buy union' that would have been a bit better. (Focus Group 
1) 

The argument being made here is interesting in that it focuses on the target of the 
auto policy campaign. This worker argues that an emphasis on workers, or 'buying union' 
makes more sense than a campaign that is focused on particular geographic regions or 
companies. In other words, a campaign that includes a degree of independence from any 
particular company or region makes the most sense. 

One worker who was surveyed articulated some of the ideas that are contained in the 
auto policy campaign. "We as a union must encourage everybody to buy Ford, or at least 
North American, GM, Chrysler" He went on to explain that "We have to work closely with 
the company to help secure a strong and healthy future for all of us. If Ford makes money, 
we make money." This shows that the path from the auto policy campaign towards 
company, or even plant specific affiliations is broad and easily traveled. The dangers of 
mobilizing such ideas are clear. 

A second strategy that the local union claims to be actively engaged with is 
discussions within the Canadian Automotive Parmership Council (CAPC). The web site of 
this group claims that: 

CAPC is an industry-led organization formed in September 2002 to address 
the key competitive issues facing the Canadian automotive industry. 
Membership comprises the CEOs of Canada's five assemblers, CEO's of 
Canada's four leading parts suppliers, representatives of industry associations, 
President of the Canadian Automotive Workers Union, President of the 
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Universitv of Windsor, and provincial and federal Ministers of Industry. 
(CAPC 2004) 

'Ibis is an elite level research and lobbying organization for the Canadian auto 
industry. The organization was created by industry, for industry. Maintaining contact or 
communication with such a group is always advisable. However, this is no forum for the 
solving of workers problems that are due to these same companies' competitive strategies. 
Participation in the activities of this group also lacks the needed international dimension. 

Studer has pointed out that Ford's competitive strategies are regional, not global. 
She argues that Ford was the quickest of the Big three to continentally rationalize 
production. (Studer 1998: 81) This means that any alliance building project between workers 
who are put into competition with one another is significandy more manageable than any 
project that would include workers from across the globe. The geographically boundaries 
are less of a bamer. 

One of the logical areas to begin the exploring a possible dialogue with workers 
beyond the plant gates is with workers who have participated in flying squad activities. The 
structures employed by the flying squads offer an example to be emulated in the opening of 
discussions with workers in other counmes. Also, the decentralized, democratic practices of 
the flying squad meet the requirements for more democracy in the process demand by 
workers and described in the previous section. 

Politically active workers who participated in the focus groups all maintained some 
experience with CAW flying squads. Flying squads are groups of self-organized political 
activists who organize and participate in political demonstrations, strikes and pickets of 
various kinds. Members of flying squads mayor may not be members of unions and 
therefore provide a good example of horizontal linkages between locals and the broader 
community. 

Experience in organizing and participating in demonstrations of various types and 
sizes has led to a degree of debate and discussion over tactics and strategies that rarely 
occurs in such an open fashion. For a period before September 11, 2001, regular regional 
flying squad meetings were occurring roughly bi-monthly. These meetings included 
members from various unions and community groups, although activists from the CAW 
typically dominated them. Workers from between Oshawa and London in the east and west 
and from Sudbury in the north regularly attended regional gatherings. 

Democratic practices that were employed at these meetings can be described in the 
language of Roberto Unger's notion of 'democratic experimentalism'. This practice is 
characterized by a "motivated, sustained, and cumulative tinkering" with collective decision 
making methods. (Unger 1998: 16) Several important debates occurred at the regional 
flying squad meetings. Initially, some union members wanted to limit eligible voters on any 
issue to people who were members of unions. This debate camed over a couple of meetings 
and was resolved when it was agreed that everyone in attendance at any particular meeting 
was to maintain an equal vote when voting was required. Also, voting on a particular issue 
was not understood as limiting the actions or decisions of other members who disagreed, as 
is often the case at regular union membership meetings. 

Another important debate that occurred at these regional meetings concerned tactics. 
Many workers who were active in flying squads had participated in demonstrations 
organized by the Ontario Coalition Against Poverty (OCAP). These demonstrations were 
often militant and confrontational. Although debates about tactics often occurred, a mock 
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eviction of a provincial politician led to an intense discussion over continued support for 
OCAP and use of direct action, confrontational tactics. 

The mock eviction led to Buzz Hargrove, president of the CAW removing the 
CAW's $10 000 per year support for the organization. This action also led to a dramatic 
increase in the involvement of national union representatives at regional flying squad 
meetings. The emerging and fragile democratic experimentalism that was occurring suffered 
a blow from this debate due to the degree of national office intervention. An instruction 
from a representative of the national union demanded that no CAW flags, shirts or bandanas 
be worn at demonstrations that were not 'officially sanctioned'. The specific criteria that 
official sanction indicated, or the route to their establishment was never made clear. Many 
workers stopped attending regional meetings shortly after this somewhat authoritarian 
decree was announced. 

A further setback that contributed to the erosion of the participatory democratic 
experimentation was the terrorist attack on the United States that occurred on September 11, 
2001. The global social justice community at large suffered a setback during the aftermath 
of this attack. Many activists argued for a continued commitment to organizing efforts 
aimed at global capitalist institutions understood to maintain arbitrary power. Others argued 
for restraint and even temporary abandonment of organizing during the aftermath. 

Buzz Hargrove called for the suspension of upcoming demonstrations against the 
World Trade Organization. Again, the orientation of national office representatives filtered 
into the regional meetings of the flying squad. The attacks of September 11 destabilized the 
work of the flying squads as much as any other social movement. This destabilization and 
erosion of broad-based democratic experimentation has not recovered to date. Many 
contacts have been established and email lists continue to flow, but the regional meetings 
where the substantive collective decision making practices were being tinkered with have not 
occurred for some time. 

Despite the setbacks to this experimentation, workers at various union locals 
including 707 have accrued some concrete experience. This experience is a collective 
resource that could be mobilized in efforts to build more participatory decision making 
structures at the local. The desire for more democratic participation and some collective 
experience with democratic experimentation are both present. 

The internal structures of the CAW guarantee strong and reliable vertical linkages. 
The Auto Councils provide a necessary link between different automotive locals. Focus 
group participants and survey respondents did not mention anything about the role of the 
Auto Councils. This suggests that these instruments are not registering in the thinking or 
strategizing of workers on the shop floor. The Councils and their roles are quite insulated 
from the shop floor. This means that these horizontal links need to be used in combination 
with horizontal links outside of the local and national union. 

The greatest source of external horizontal linkages comes from the flying squads. 
Many self-organized activists have established extensive contacts with workers and 
community activists outside of the local union. Often flying squad activists participate in 
activities where they maintain no direct material stake. This has contributed to a building of 
alliances across locals that do not exist between staff or ejected representatives at the 
provincial, national or international level. 

While some local union leaders remain suspicious of activists from other unions 
appearing on 'their' picket lines, striking workers or demonstration organizers are invariably 
encouraged by the appearance of such external support. Participation in picket line support 
and political demonstrations has resulted in extensive cross-union and union-community 
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linkages. Through participation in meetings, organizing and simply showing up at 
demonstrations organized by others, flying squad activists have built links outside the local 
and the national union. These linkages are not limited to or controlled by a narrow group of 
people. Given the informal structures and lack of central leadership, the links are enduring. 

The local union leadership also claims to have vertical linkages outside the union. 
This was expressed in the presentation slides that were used at the May 16"' special 
membership meeting. Specifically, one of these slides that refers to important dates for the 
truck plant mentions "community support for Oakville auto jobs." (Appenrux 2) This 
reference may be interpreted as evidence of horizontal linkages. However, the flying squads 
were almost entirely responsible for the attendance at this rally. 

As part of the outrage that followed the OTP closure announcement, the local 
leadership called for a "Peaceful Family Rally," to take place in a parking lot within sight of 
Ford's office building next to the van plant. This 'family rally' was planned for a Saturday 
when almost nobody would be working. The local had t-shirts printed up that stated "Dear 
Mr. Ford: Why are you talcing away my Mommy and Daddy's jobs?" Reports in the 
subsequent reporter claimed that the rally was well attended. One woman with political 
experience described the rally as follows: 

That rally was embarrassing. I mean, when you have three hundred people 
showing up and like 250 of them are from other companies, like, other 
members, not from your own, that was pretty sad, cause that shows them 
right there, we can close that truck plant. That was one of the worst mistakes 
to do, to have that rally. That was bad. You had brothers and sisters coming 
from Sudbury to support us, from Petro-Canada, from Chrysler, from 
Windsor, from Oshawa, all because of our, because of the flying squad, and 
then you had, maybe fifty people from Ford. That was sad. (Focus Group 2) 

Not only was the rally poorly attended, but those that did attend were largely there due to 
the decentralized horizontal linkages of the flying squad. 

The flying squad lacks the international dimension that will be necessary for the 
building of an independent strategy to deal competendy with international competition and 
Ford's regional strategy. However, these limited international contacts do not reduce the 
applicability or importance of the model of democratic self-organization that the flying 
squad offers. 

More specifically, an enrichment of flying squad contacts and communication into 
the international realm would significandy improve the degree of contact between workers at 
different locations - who are seemingly competing. Presendy, there is no communication 
between workers at different locations. Workers with political experience who participated 
in the focus group discussions brought up the idea of international linkages and a 'global 
consciousness'. However, these ideas were vague and not well developed. Work needs to 
be done in this area although a strong interest exists. 

'The national office of the union maintains many international contacts that could be 
provided as a starting point for such efforts. This could provide the basis for the opening of 
a substantive dialogue between workers in different nations and regions who are members of 
different unions. Utilization of the decentralized flying squad model would guarantee that 
changes in executive board officers or staff representatives would not put an international 
dialogue into jeopardy. 
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Conclusion 

Local 707's response to the restructuring demands of the Ford Motor Company has 
been weak. Workers with political experience had different ideas concernillg possible 
responses to Ford's demands. However, some of these ideas were incoherent and not well 
developed. Trade union renewal theorists Levesque and Murray articulated three 
overlapping areas that are considered to be central to any union renewal strategies. These 
include proactivity and independence of agenda, internal solidarity and democracy and 
external solidarity. 

Local 707's record in these three areas has been weak. The local union largely 
adopted the company's competitiveness agenda. This means that the agenda was not 
independent, although it was well communicated to the general membership. Significantly, 
the internal dialogue of the union has shifted. The historic rhetoric of temporary 
accommodation to management's goals and 'no concessions' has been abandoned for a 
more conservative rhetoric that emphasizes the competitive advantages of some workers 
over others. 

Next, formal internal solidarity is under serious threat at Local 707. Instability in 
local leadership and questionable election tactics during the recent executive board elections 
has contributed to an alienation of some members. More dangerous that these temporary 
threats are the changes to representation structures that have been agreed to. A reduction in 
front line union representatives, an increase in their workload and supervisory intervention 
into the relationship between workers and their union all threaten a fragile formal internal 
solidarity. The lack of any substantive internal debate or even discussion of the 
consequences of various strategies or tactics required to respond to Ford's demands 
contributed to erosion of democracy and thus formal internal solidarity. 

Alternatively, some of these changes may fuel the growth of a member to member, 
informal internal solidarity. Specifically, as the capacity of elected union representatives to 
solve members' problems is systematically reduced, workers will likely seek alternative routes 
to solve problems. Also, limits on workers' mobility through the internal labour market of 
the plant may result in some workers increasing their commitment to improving the 
situation in their respective departments as well as offering workers the opportunity to get to 
know each other better than would otherwise be the case. This may contribute to the 
growth of an informal internal solidarity. 

There is strong evidence from surveys, focus groups and meeting attendance 
numbers that many workers are uninformed and disengaged at this point. This is true 
regardless of political experience. This course is not inevitable. Many workers who 
participated in the focus group discussions articulated specific and concrete methods of 
improving internal communication and participation in decision making. One woman 
commented that "there should be a flyer on the floor after every union meeting, saying 
what's happening." She recommended using flyers on the floor, updates to the Local 707 
web site and the newsletter. She rhetorically asked, "how do you get people involved in the 
union, by telling them nothing?" (Focus Group 2) Clearly there is an appetite for 
information that is not presently being satisfied. 

Similarly, workers who participated in the second focus group also offered concrete 
suggestions for moving forward and improving the present situation. A worker from the 
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second group described his frustration by commenting that "the information that filters 
down to the shop floor is so skewed and so directed as how they want you to vote that it 
eliminates it [democracy); any illusion of democracy." He went on to comment that: 

Rather than have three days of the leadership being out of the plant to learn 
how to propose something in order to get you to vote yes, have three days of 
people around the plant just giving out the information that was given to 
them, so that hopefully you'll agree with the decision that they're going to 
make (Focus Group 1) 

There is a strong sense of frustration evident in this comment. The actual events that take 
place during the few days when leadership are out of the plant are not important. Most 
important is the frustration with the degree to which this worker feels that the debate is 
managed, and thus not democratic. Again, there is clearly an appetite for more 
communication and democracy. 

Finally, the local's flying squad activists are situated in a rich network of horizontal 
linkages with other locals, unions and community organizations. While these activists lack 
the international contacts necessary to respond to Ford's regional competitiveness strategy, 
the union's national office maintains many such contacts that could serve as a launching 
point for development of worker to worker communication. The union already maintains 
strong vertical linkages between auto locals and the national office. These should be 
combined with the horizontal links that are presendy found in the flying squad networks. 

Concessions appear to have been in the best interest of workers at Ford's Oakville 
site. When the choice of 'no jobs' or 'concessions' is presented, the response is almost 
guaranteed to be consistent. Although job security has the potential to be increased due to 
the concessions, job security is contradicted at the industry level (Wells 1997: 191) One 
worker who maintains extensive political experience described the changeover to flexible 
manufacturing by pointing out that "if you're making three different vehicles, four different 
vehicles, you're bound to hurt some other car plant whether it's here ... so eventually, we're 
going to be pulling [production] out of some other workers jobs." (Focus Group 1) 
Therefore, the strategy of plant or company affiliation will consistendy let workers down in 
the long run. 

Both the federal and provincial governments have committed to contributions of 
millions of dollars towards Ford's potential reinvestment in Oakville. (Globe and Mail, 
Tuesday, June 152004: B1, The Hamilton Spectator, Thursday, April 15 2004: A1) Despite 
the commitments from governments in the form of cash and from workers in the form or 
work rule changes and concessions, the future remains insecure. The balance of power 
between the component of the trade union that is seeking legitimacy from capital and long 
term stability and the component of the trade union that is seeking to fight capital and ally 
with other workers needs to be disrupted. The urgency of opening a dialogue with other 
workers could not be clearer. 
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Appendix 1 

Methods 

I have worked in the Ontario Truck Plant (OTP) since 1996. For the purposes of 
this research, my employment at this location guaranteed my access to the facilities. The 
area in willch I work is geograpillcally detached from the main assembly plant. TIlls fact had 
the effect of guaranteeing that I was able to enter the main plant and easily find workers that 
I did not know and who did not know me. 

After Ford's announcement that they would close the Truck Plant in 2004, there was 
no clear sense of independent worker and union alternatives or strategies. The manner in 
which Ford skillfully exploited workers' insecurity in order to gain support for work rule 
changes raised several questions. In particular, what strategies are available to workers who 
are being put into competition with other workers? The severely limited debate that 
occurred over the proposed work rule concessions fuelled an exploration of strategic 
possibilities. 

One of the immediately sensible resources that required examination in this search 
was the views of workers who have political experience outside of the factory. The group of 
workers at this plant who have the greatest collective measure of external political experience 
is the 'Flying Squad'. The Flying Squad is essentially a self-organized, cross-sectoral network 
of politically active workers in southern Ontario. Union locals that sustain active flying 
squads include auto, steel, communication, energy and paper workers (CEP) and various 
public sector union locals. Unions and locals sustain their own Flying Squads and often 
these are networked with other political and direct action organizations. Most participants in 
these overlapping networks do not hold any official union positions. In the interest of both 
consciousness raising and rapid deployment capabilities, these workers make full use of the 
internet and other modem communication technologies. 

An assumption was made that workers with political experience beyond the plant 
would situate events taking place at the plant into a broader context due to their familiarity 
with some of the symptoms of the neoliberal political project. The thesis of this paper is 
that workers with political experience outside of the plant will have a better sense of 
alternatives than those workers who do not had such experience. 

Primary research data were gathered from a combination of surveys and focus 
groups. Survey participants were recruited directly from the assembly line. Workers were 
approached during breaks and at lunchtime. Participants were unknown to me before this 
research. An explanation of the purpose of the research was immediately offered to 
prospective participants. My status as a worker in body build and as a student at McMaster 
was also explained in the first few minutes. Using the consent form as a guide, the rights to 
terminate participation at no consequence at any point in time was explained. 

Participants were offered the choice of filling out the survey immediately while I 
waited, or to fill out the survey on their own and have the completed surveys gathered at a 
later time the same day. Twelve workers filled out the slln'ey while I waited; five Were 
picked up later in the same sillft and one participant chose not to return the completed 
survey. 

Salient characteristics that were considered during the selection process were gender 
and age. Age was used as a rough proxy for seniority. Evaluation of political experience 
outside of the plant was left to the final section of the survey where participants were asked 
where they got some of their ideas about alternatives to the present direction of our union. 
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Two focus groups were organized and held on June 29'h and July 7"' 2004. Workers 
with political experience outside of the factory attended each of these groups. Participants 
with political experience were active members of the local's flying squad and were recruited 
by contacting self-identified leaders or coordinators of this group. Workers may also have 
had some political experience outside of the plant that was not related to flying squad 
organizing. Given the broad nature of political experience that flying squad members have, 
the selection of other types of experience was not required. 

Political activism within flying squads is entirely membership driven. Although 
national union staff members have attended meetings and intervened in particular ways, the 
communication networks and meeting organizing capacities are independent. Typical 
actions include picket line support for striking workers (regardless of legality), political 
demonstrations, and political action directed at specific government ministries, public offices 
(e.g. welfare or immigration offices) or even specific politicians. Participation in flying squad 
actions is often driven by principled political stances. This means that members would 
participate in almost any demonstration against a conservative government or support any 
strike or picket line, regardless of the impetus for the dispute. Workers mayor may not 
maintain a direct stake in the outcome of a particular campaign or action. I purposefully 
selected self-identified members of this group to participate in the focus groups due to the 
breadth of political experience that this group maintains. The June group had two flying 
squad members in attendance and the July group had one. 

All of the remaining focus group participants were approached during coffee and 
lunch breaks at the plant. Participation in a (roughly) two hour-long discussion that would 
be recorded was requested. Similar to the procedure outlined for the recruitment of workers 
to fill out surveys, focus group participants were informed of the purpose of the research 
and my status as both a worker and a student, as well as their right to withdraw from the 
process at any point in rime. 

An interview guide was used for both sessions. The first focus group included four 
men and one woman. The seniority of participants ranged from four to seventeen years. 
The discussion lasted just over two hours. The second group included three women and 
two men and lasted one and half-hours. The seniority of participants ranged from six and a 
half to eleven years. All sections of the interview guide were covered in both sessions. 
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Restructuring in the Auto Indusuqr 
Questionnaire 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to gather infonnation on potential changes to 
work rules that are linked to the possible shift of Oakville's operations to a system of flexible 
manufacturing. Questions focus on changes to work rules (homs and regular days of work, 
break and relief times, seniority rights, etc.). There are also questions about Ford's role, the 
roles of the union, the various levels of government and yom role in the decision to change 
to flexible manufacturing in Oakville. Confidentiality of responses is guaranteed. If you 
choose to participate, you will remain completely anonymous. 

Age Sex Seniority 

Do you own the job you are doing? Yes / No 

How long have you been in this department? 

Final year of school completed 

Number of Dependents 

Please choose the response that best fits your feeling: 

1. This plant will be in operation until I retire 

000 o o 
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

2. I feel that my job is more secure now than it was five years ago 

00000 
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

3. Ford is committed to continuing to produce vehicles in Oakville 

00000 
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 
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4. Why do you think Ford is introducing FPS? 

5. What role should the local and national union play in FPS? 

6. FPS is linked to the possibility of new investment in Oakville 
00000 

Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

7. We are in competition with other Ford plants for new investment 
00000 

Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

8. Please rate how important you think the following factors are in Ford's 
decision to introduce flexible manufacturing 

o Number of Outstanding Grievances 

o Government Incentives 

o How closely Bargaining Committee works with Management 

o How closely National Union works with Management 

o Labour Costs 

1 = Most Important 5 = Least Important 
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9. Our union is going in the right direction 
D 0 0 0 0 

Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

10. There are better alternatives to those presently being considered 
D 0 0 D 0 

Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree 

If there are no alternatives, why not? 

If there are alternatives, what are some of them? 

Where did you get some of these ideas? 
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Focus Group Discussion Guide - Restructuring in the Auto Indusm' 

Investigator: 

Faculty Supervisor: 

Euan Gibb 
Labour Studies 
McMaster University 
gibbew@mcmaster.ca 

Don Wells 
9055259140 ext. 24122 
wellsd@mcmaster.ca 

1. Demograplllc questions: 
Seniority 
Length of time in present department 
Involvement in union activities 

2. To what extent are workers at tills location competing with workers at other locations for 
a potential new investment? 

3. Could you describe what job protections have been negotiated with the 
company? 

4. To what extent are you concerned that Ford could close its operations in Oakville? Why? 

5. Do you see a role for workers at tills location in Ford's decision to change over to 
flexible manufacturing? Do you see a role for the CAW? 

What changes to work rules are acceptable? 
Do you see a role for the various levels of Government in the change to a system of 
flexible manufacturing? 

6. Can you tell me about your recent union activities? To what extent do these activities 
have a bearing on what is happening around these issues? Are you involved in any 
activities outside the plant that relate to these issues? Are any of these activities political? 

7. Is there anytlllng I have missed or you tIllnk I should know, or anything you want to 
add? 
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Results 

Surveys 

A total of nineteen surveys were distributed. Eighteen workers decided to return 
completed surveys. The bargaining unit of Local 707 includes roughly 4300 members. 
Therefore, these results are not statistically significant. Surveys were designed to gather a 
cross sectional sample of workers' positions on the plant closure that complements the two 
focus groups. Distribution and results were obtained between July 5'" and 7"', 2004. This 
was about 

The first section of the survey asked seven demographic questions. The average age 
of respondents was 42.5 years (median = 44) with a range of 26 -52 years. There were 
fourteen men and four women who completed the surveys. Average seniority for both 
groups waS 14.8 years (median = 13) with a range of 6 - 30 years. Average seniority for men 
was 15.8 years while women had a lower average 11 years. Ibis is not due to higher age of 
male respondents as the average age of men was 42 years compared to women's higher 44 
years. Ibis means that the women in this group were generally hired later in life than the 
men. 

The fourth question enquired about workers' ownership of the job they were 
presently doing. In all large CAW auto plants, workers engage in a 'bidding' process in order 
to move through the internal labour market of the plant. As jobs open up, these are posted 
on bulleting boards and workers have a week to bid on the open jobs. Those with the 
highest seniority are considered the successful applicant and offered the job. The question 
about job ownership was included as a potential variable in the construction of feelings of 
security or insecurity. Seventeen of the workers who responded owned the jobs they were 
doing, thus preventing this question from being used to compare responses with those who 
do not 'own' their jobs. 

The fifth demographic question asked about the length of time in workers had been 
in their present department. Average length of time in their department was seven years. 
Both the fourth and fifth questions could be used to gauge the extent that ownership of job 
and length of time in a particular department were related to the depth of discussion of 
workplace issues in that department (due to the fact that workers in a given department 
knew each other better). Results suggest that ownership of job and the length of time in a 
department are not related to the level of discussion of alternatives to the present direction 
of our union. 

The next question concerned the fmal year of school completed. Two workers had 
less than grade twelve. Eleven people had completed exactly grade twelve. Five of the 
eighteen workers who responded had completed some post-secondary schooling. AIl of the 
workers with post-secondary education were below the median seniority and age cut-offs. In 
other words, five of the nine workers in the lower half of seniority and age groupings had 
some college or university education. Post secondary education was split across genders 
with two women and three men having completed some post secondary. 

The final question in the demographic section asked workers how many dependents 
they had. The average number of dependents was 1.9 with a range of 0 - 5. Number of 
dependents was included due to the possibility that workers with more dependents may feel 
more insecurity. Ibis was not the case, as this variable could not be correlated to any other 
responses. Women reported an average of 2.5 dependents while men reported a slightly 
lower average number at 1. 7. 
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The next section of the survey included three broad questions concerning the future 
of "this plant". Responses were located somewhere along a five-point spectrum from strong 
agreement to strong disagreement with the posited statement. The first statement was "nus 
plant will be in operation until I retire." Responses were split evenly across the spectrum. 
Six workers strongly agreed or agreed with this statement, six were neutral, and six disagreed 
or strongly disagreed. Feedback from workers who participated in the survey suggested that 
responses to this question might be distorted by the question's lack of clarity. These surveys 
were filled out shortly before the closing of OTP. nus meant that workers could have 
disagreed with the statement that the plant would stay open until they retire because 
everyone knew that the truck plant would be closing in the next month. While others may 
have interpreted the question as referring to OAP. 

Alternatively, high seniority workers could have been retiring at the time of closure 
(if they bad taken one of the negotiated buyout packages) and therefore could maintain full 
confidence that the plant would stay open until they retired. The question was weak. It 
could have been stronger if it had asked if workers felt there would be an assembly plant in 
operation on the site until they retired. 

The next question asked workers if the felt that their "job is more secure now than it 
was five years ago." Almost all workers disagreed with this statement. Only two workers 
agreed and one strongly agreed with the statement. Notably, all of the women respondents 
disagreed with the statement that their jobs were more secure than five years ago. These 
responses point to a strong sense of insecurity across genders, education levels and seniority. 
nus indicates an increasing sense of insecurity in recent history. 

The third question in this section asked if workers agreed with the statement that 
"Ford is committed to continuing to produce vehicles in Oakville." Half of workers either 
disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement, five reported neutral feelings and the 
remaining five reported agreement or strong agreement. nus means that thirteen workers 
were either unsure (neutral) about Ford's commitment or they did not think that Ford was 
committed to Oakville. There were no clear patterns across genders, education or seniority 
levels. 

The next two questions were open ended with space to write in longer responses to 
questions about the "Ford Production System" (FPS). When asked why they thought Ford 
was introducing FPS, five workers stated that it had something to do with cost reductions, 
four reported that FPS was related to reducing the workforce, three workers believed that 
FPS had something to do with quality improvements. A few workers pointed out more than 
one of these goals. All of these responses point to management's various ways and means of 
maximizing returns. A group of four workers thought that Ford's intentions with FPS were 
sincere and had something to do with improving communication or involving workers in 
decision making. 

The second question asked workers about what role they thought the local and 
national union should play in FPS. Twelve workers stated that the union should have some 
sort of role in FPS. Some of these were non-specific responses such as "a big role", or "a 
very large role." Nine of the twelve positive responses specifically mentioned protecting 
workers by policing, monitoring or attempting to control FPS. 

The next question asked if workers agreed with the statement that "FPS is linked to 
the possibility of new investment in Oakville." Nine workers reported agreement or strong 
agreement with this statement. Five respondents stated neutrality and three expressed 
disagreement. nus indicates a strong feeling that FPS is linked to new investment. The fact 
that the other half of workers either expressed neutrality or disagreement with the statement 
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suggests a degree of incoherence. The subsequent question asked workers if they thought 
they were "in competition with other Ford plants for new investment." Eleven workers 
reported strong agreement while the remaining six expressed agreement. (One worker left 
this question blank). There is an extremely strong sense that workers are in competition 
with each other expressed in the responses to this question. 

Next, workers were asked to rate how important five different factors were in Ford's 
decision to introduce flexible manufacturing. This question was in a separate section from 
the FPS questions and referred to Ford's potential to make new investments in OAP. The 
list of variables included number of outstanding grievances, government incentives, how 
closely the bargaining committee works with management, how closely the national union 
works with management and finally, labour costs. Government incentives and labour costs 
were consistently reported as the most important of Ford's criteria in deciding where to 
introduce flexible manufacturing. The importance of government incentives remained 
slightly ahead of labour costs when the factors that were included in the top two, then top 
three most important responses were calculated. 

Next, workers were asked if they agreed with the general statement that "our union 
is going in the right direction." One response indicated strong agreement and eleven 
reported agreement. Three responses were neutral and the remaining three disagreed with 
the statement. Caution must be exercised in accepting this as a near wholesale endorsement 
of the direction of the union. While these surveys were being completed, the most divisive 
elections for local president were being contested. A run-off vote was required and it was 
during this period that surveys were distributed. This politically charged context made the 
question potentially confusing and thus weaker. Responses could have changed in the near 
future, or been based largely on what candidate workers supported. 

Workers were subsequently asked if they thought there were better alternatives to the 
present direction of our union. Eight responses indicated agreement and one strong 
agreement. Seven responses were neutral and the final two disagreed with the statement. 
Responses to this question indicate a strong core of hope for better alternatives. 

The final section of the questionnaire was made up of three questions. This section 
was again open for workers to write their ideas in their own words. All three of the 
remaining questions related to the preceding question about better alternatives to the present 
direction. The first question asked "If there are no alternatives, why not?" Six workers 
responded to this question. Four reported having no choice but to go along with company 
demands (one response squarely located the reason for this as the Federal government's 
putting us into a 'free trade zone'.) The other two respondents to this question articulated 
trust that the union would do the best they could. 

The next question was linked to this by asking, "If there are alternatives, what are 
some of them?" Thirteen workers responded to this question. Four of these responses 
suggested a closer relationship between the union and management to different degrees. 
Five workers expressed a desire for more unity, sternness or a 'back to basics' approach on 
the part of the union. These are not well developed or concrete 'alternatives' to the present 
course. 

Finally, workers were asked where they got some of the ideas about alternatives. 
Most of the responses to this question reported that their ideas came from experience 
gathered working on the assembly line. A couple of workers indicated that they got their 
ideas about potential alternatives from union meetings. This question was left open so that 
any workers with political experience outside of the plant would have the opportunity to 

include that experience as a source of ideas about alternatives. This turned out not to be the 
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case. No workers reported such experience. The data on politically experienced workers' 
opinions were gathered from the focus group interviews. 

Focus Grol.!J! Interviews 

The June 29th focus group included four men and one woman. One of the men and 
the sole female participant has extensive political experience outside of the factory. The 
majority of this experience comes from participation in flying squad organizing and actions. 
One of the participants maintains an elected position on one of the local's committees. This 
position is not generally understood to be political. The other two participants had either 
no, or very little involvement (attended a couple of union meetings) with the local union. 

The second focus group took place on July 7th. This group included two men and 
three women. One of these women has some political experience outside of the factory that 
includes participation at flying squad events. One of the other female participants has made 
temporary volunteer commitments in the past to help organize with the annual United Way 
fundraising campaign. One of the men was an elected alternate steward. The other two 
workers had no experience with the local union. They did not attend general monthly 
membership meetings. 

The results of both group discussions revealed a strong consensus that workers are 
being put into competition with each other. This feeling was expressed in various ways. 
Workers clearly recognized that competition for new investment was negative for themselves 
and their working conditions and that it benefited the company. 

Workers argued that the negotiated job security protections were temporary and 
insufficient to guarantee work. It was understood that these provisions were not a substitute 
for the necessary new investments that would potentially increase job security. There was a 
generally a nuanced appreciation of some of the technicalities of the negotiated protections. 

A broad consensus was easily obtained on the question of Ford's possible 
abandonment of Oakville. Most workers agreed that there was a genuine possibility that 
Ford could leave Oakville completely and permanendy. This indicates a pervasive sense of 
insecurity. The 95% approval rate or the flexible manufacturing amendments was largely 
explained as a deep fear that Ford could leave Oakville. These results differ slighdy with the 
survey responses where there was not such a clear consensus. The weakness of the survey 
question that asked about the potential continued operation of the plant until retirement 
confused the issue, making responses between the surveys and focus group interviews 
difficult. 

Workers explained that their role in possibly securing new investment at the Oakville 
site was extremely narrow. Raising your hand at a meeting and voting when asked to do so 
were the only two limited actions that were articulated. This points to a lack of mobilization 
and engagement on the part of the general membership. 

Nobody was willing to argue that the changes to work rules agreed upon in the 
flexible manufacturing amendments were acceptable. While such changes were described as 
'unacceptable', suggesting that workers did not like the proposed changes. There was a 
consensus that alternatives were lacking, and again fear would drive workers to continue to 
support the expansion of the company's agenda through work rule changes in efforts to 
potentially increase job security through new investment. 
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Workers with political experience did not express a clear plan or set of alternatives. 
However, there was certainly a need for experimentation and to get moving on something 
that was continually brought up by these workers. 1ms sense was not the case for workers 
without political experience. In one case, a female worker with political experience made the 
case that an expanding 'global consciousness' combined with a strong, sustained 
commitment to education offered the best route forward for all workers. The particular 
shape that a 'global consciousness' or continued education was not made clear. 
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Appendix 2 
Flexible Manufacturing Tentative Agreement Meeting Notes 

Dear Sisters and Brothers, 

CAW-TCA 
CANADA 

The past year has been challenging for Local 707 Members and their 
families. 

With the tragic announcement of the closure of the Ontario Truck 
Plant 2002 bargaining only solidified your bargaining Committee 
resolve to ensure Oakville workers either had work or income. 

We accomplished both, and in addition secured language that with 
specific criteria Ford would consider new flexible manufacturing for 
the Oakville facility and secure a long-term future that would see 
employment levels at over 4000 jobs. 

We faced major obstacles with the loss of the Auto-Pact. With the 
lack of the government(s) recognition of the importance of the Auto 
Industry, C.A.W. members embarked on a major campaign to protect 
and preserve this important industry. 

The recent announcement of the Ontario Government, $500 million 
fund was a cornerstone decision for Oakville. 

Ford Motor Company was clear that in order for Oakville to secure 
the new facility changes were required in the Local agreement 
practices. 

On 14 May 2004, your Bargaining Committee reached a tentative 
agreement with Ford Motor Company as per the Membership action 
of 25 April 2004. 

Your Bargaining Committee has no hesitation in unanimously 
recommending this agreement to the membership. 

In Solidarity, 
Local 707 Bargaining Committee 
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-#4,. Flexible Manufacturing Tentative Agreement (FMA) 

FMA Related Dates and Facts 
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OTP Dates 

• 1966 first truck built as 
a result of the Auto 
Pact 

· 1993 one shifted 

· 2001 WTO ruling 
against the Auto fill:! 

• 2002 Ford announced 
plant closure 

• 2002 community 
support for Oakville 
auto jobs 

• 2004 plant closure 
OTP 2004 

CAW Auto Policy Campaign and 
CAPC 

. 2001 WTO Ruling against Auto Pact 

• CAW President Buzz Hargrove leads CAW Auto 
Policy Campaign/Fight Back and CAPC initiative 
- No Rules-No Borders-No Jobs! 

Buzz Hargrove 
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Ernie Eves Provincial Government 

• $650 million special provincial fund 
• Navistar workers fight back and save their plant 

- The provincial and federal help was crucial 
in saving the plant 

Dalton McGuinty Provincial 
Government 

• $500 million special fund April 14, 2004 
announcement in Hamilton 

- No Federal announcement or commitment at present! 
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Local 707 General Membership 
Meeting 

• April 25th standing room only 
- Motion was overwhelmingly carried for Local 707 to 

negotiate a FMA and report back to a May 16th 

Special Membership Meeting 

Jim Tetreault Director of Ford 
Manufacturing 

May 4th entire Local 707 leadership met with Jim Tetreault for an overview on possible 
Flexible Manufacturing 

Tetreault's comments included: 
- No guaranteed product for Oakville, major issue if people think It's in the bag 

"Keystone" union agreement to achieve operational efficiencies for viable 
busmess case and Oakville future 
Federal and ProVincial assistance imperative 
3 places being studied for Flexible Manufacturing Oakville, Mexico and USA 
Past missed opportunities by Local 707 such as 1997 Ultra Truck 
Critical timing to meet Detroit buy·off (Jim PadiJIa) and Board of Directors 
Meeting 
His preference is for Oakville but changes required to locaf agreement 
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CAW-Ford 2002 Big 3 Bargaining 

• CAW-Ford letter for possible Flexible 
Manufacturing and next generation 
products with needed assistance from our 
governments 

• Up to 500 retirement packages of $60,000 
- Union Improves packages to 686 

hlr. B H"rgrc)Y"" 
N;!Itionlll PrMldel'lt 
tII.tlonal Automob1kl, N.OfIp" ....... , 

l'r.".portIUo'l lind C.'Mer",) WorJIorr; 
Union of C.nada (C .... W - C'flOIda) 

2{l5 PI"(':IIH- Court 
Wiltowd.le, Onmno 
M2H:'IH!J 

{)ellr Mr, W1l:rgr"O'H": 

Ollrinn 200'2 nt'gotlalIO",". tM Pllnfll. had ... lIm"l_ 
dl"I:'l'tlslon& I1lgaJTI1llg l=n.d"v North Al"rtCl'rlc.4n RVl<J81~ •• km 
phi" ..... hlch Inc!ud,," .0;11011" "'" ,.duu 1)1.,,1 OfM"''''inU 
I:'P;II(:fty by IJPJl.IUIJltllloPiy on. million Unttt by ".Id....s.w.Jlld .. ro 
r •• llgn ca",..dty wlrtl m2lrki!t 'l:onrlIIIOMi. 7hHIt M'.II(IIPI$ 
Includs-d th" CI(;lSlH'f! or flYE- plent!l In No1'11:! Amlt"~. T"~ 
COnljlllny IlllltM ~ acIlOn!; Wf!1'{I lMIe •• ""I'Y ~I.mlllms of It" 
I'Ihm to bn<:om,. lIItron(lOf and mont e"m~lt1'Wtf in tho futuro. 

Tn. eomplIOY .,nd un;on fuctls .. d tilei, d1.t:u .. lon~ on tho 
Imp4lct this pla.n WOuld )lnWl In ClJl'Ulu. ,,"d particularly 011 thfo 
Ontnrlo Truck Planl- Tlo .. Onwrio 'Truek Plant (:10111,... will 
",'lull tn thIJ 101.5 of ""IV'mIlm,IJtl'ly 1,40{1 hOUtly JOM 011 the 
Olll<ylll. sit .. , Tn", t:ompany 1'(:.knowkJd$led 1m 4rl'I'~ It'lls 
IICUOn. would h", ... and eommlllod to work wtth the umo" to 
d ....... lop l"n .... V1ItiYD ..... "Y'!' ~o n'llnlll'lr"",' the Imp"~ on 
emploVll'I!'ti Bnrllhe'r farnUM-so 

TjUt onnpany hIJs mado ill ~tro,.\,1 cOlTlmllmt:!nt 10 111$ 
apllrlltions In C.o.dIJ end to fhtt CAW." dP.mOfr.iltrDIIJ(1 bV ,"
fili9nlfle.nt inwost,,",nu ;Il f.lrnduCII; elK! f;oc:llta .. 0".' It .. 
plI,t ckoclJde that oil,. Nn.....-tMl In th", iner~.u.oG eoMplnym.nt 
lovel'$ ot the eotn~,...)'. The comP3ny (';of11'lrmed If •• t It 
'"undad to conti".... 10 dlll'mOn$b"lt~ 1~ c;::ornmltfftent 
through proxl",c::t p,l.ns and Invft""",, .. n\. In Ihi10 ft/oaM, 1h1=
,f.Omplu·,y proYkffffl th. ~\oWjng topocitic actNm" whlctl re'lect 
~~~~mntu>'r.-.nt to opvr.tloro, 'n Cal'l.~, .. mploylMtr; mtd ~e 

f'ror""lIInlng with IS '600 m,mron inVfJ.tment In hio:llltios, 
100111'9 .lind .... lInch cos", .. O.kvlU", A •• llmbly Mollt fm 
the nen generation Wlnll""r.r, wtth e plannflJ ltluneh lilli,,,, 
3rd qU''''''It'f, '2003. 
E1I:~"dlnB prorluo::Uon 01 ttl .. PN1I6 F·S ..... r; lruel< ..r th", 
OnlHricl Tmc.1r PllIIn, unt3I..1Uly. 2004. 

"J'J 

FuRewlng c.i_ure ul 1M Ontario 1"~ Ph .. 'l, committinG 
to SlOO lobs durt"", thtt term of thll 2002 CoMecUvl) 
#I.g-"cml -on tn. Oakville sits (lvcr the pr_enl 3200 
o.kvllkl M5embty Plaltt "cthrl!! 110uI1)' .mployM tewl. 
'."cltJdlll1l nonnAl .rI'Ic:k!flc;i..-lI. hI' pursuing optlOft'l \tiel 
ma)' Inc.ludll ImpkrN1ltlng ~ lm __ .. hlft DporMIf'g pitton. 
.1 OtIkvm" »"IlM11bl), or othtH' ,.U"m.llwt Work, 
Fl)f'd'i\ comn,ltmeM ~ C(l(tdltmRllli on tM union's 
I:OII'IrnH"",," to Implement O~ng otffIclen.:hI"I and WOl1<' 
practi~ ch_f19_ r.qulred tor a f1.IUy compot1'~ 
manufacturinG .,td .. "sombty op6n(kIl'I, .. de .. c:r~ In ;! 

1I.~r.ta lettO'f of unt~tnndlng. 
Not dismantling thtt 0.'''''0 T~ PlIInl and tl9raotillA to 
"rnothbtllr the t.elllty for ttt. tIIrm of ~ 2002 Cnt/Qctl_ 
Ag,...m.nL 

rl'l. C(UflJUlny III." '.vlawftd with the union 'lt8 10"9 ..... ". 
vI,ion to<" th .. de~k>pmt'nt 01 11 wond d.$$: momuf./lcturtllG 
OJM'mtkm In OMIIYlIkl. Thif> op1Jnrtlon would include fle.lble 
nwnufacturlrog ~p8bllltlH, a next gent';/'JItkm product wHh 
muttlpM- dtmvn,I ..... ". thIo $)Otentlol for a supf)tlur pattr IIIndlor i!I 
W--d",hY41'1' In.paction overallon 1hat could \,.vlllve ttl. 
f1mit"d ''',al 1I:5'H",bIV of ".htCI9S for tho C8nadlBn marlf.t 
n..., partH>1;. al.o ac:kn_1edliled that In arkDtlon It) Ford', 
CO"'milfneYlt to dev.lop • tvlly .., .... "petltty,," mlll1\lf."IuTing 
openrtiofl nOld the- u111on', .gr_m .. nl to Coopendlttll In 
IKhl.,.nnv op",aflonl' Improv_"", "'" Oakville, obtaining 
ft'd9~1 ",nt! pl'!wtncllli gOVOfrlnwnt ar;"i .. I"nc. will be kay to 
the VI<lblUl)' of tiKI bua"'-II ClI'_ tllo .. "hi .. ",,.. ttl" long bmTl 
vbion tor ttl. ~kvllko .Ite. 

Tbe eComp>l'l"y .nd 'ttl. uniPIl f1)(:.O~ ~IJI thoIr8e oeUo~ 
tnlntorc" the c.ompeny. Of.l',IQlng IX>rnmHment to It. COnadlM! 
OJptro"lJilons and to It. " .... l'ioyo'I ... \. 

Vauns .... ,'1/ truly, 
FQIIII[) MOTOR COMPANY 
OF CANADA, U",HlId 
T.P. "fl"rnann 
Vjee Pntttidltn.t. 
flumen Re1l'OllTCI't< 
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FMA Bargaining Processes 

May 5th Local 707 Bargaining 
Committee start meeting with 
the Ford Motor Company 
- May 10th start of extensive 

bargaining with Ford at the Bronte 
Holiday Inn with National Union 
assistance 

- May 14th a tentative FMA is 
reached 

- May 15th Local 707 leadership 
meet and review the FMA 

- May 16th Special Membership 
Meeting to Vote on the tentative 
FMA 

Loea,' 707 BSipa1nl'lg Committee 

Tentative FMA 

• General 
- $1.2 billion investment for Flexible Manufacturing 

- 3,800 to 4,200 direct jobs (plus spin-off jobs) 
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Post V229 Site Overview 

FlO ..... 

Oakville Site Time Line 2004-2008 
(Tentative) 

• July 2004 OTP closure 

• 3rd qtr. 2004 flexible manufacturing projects 
begin in OTP buildings 
- OTP Main Plant, Paint Shop and Body Shop 

• 3rd-4th qtr. 2006 launch of FM for program A 

- Freestar to continue at required market driven 
volume 

• 151 qtr. 2008 launch of FM program B 
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Tentative FMA (Friday May 14, 2004) 

Major Production Issues: 
- 3 Crew system (10 hour shifts roleting Ihrough Ihe weekend) 

- Outsourcing of Shipping Department 

FMA Production Language 
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ME~())v\l'<"DU,\1 OF l!I"OERSTA:\IllI"(; 
OAT{\'lLLE FLEXllll.E MAl\lJFACTURING OPERATIOK 

During W02 negotiations, the Company and 111£ lJnjon discussed the potf"nha\ for ~ign~fical1t 
In,\,cstmenl fer the cje'\'"Clopment of:a w{)rld class nlflnllractuling operalion tn Onk .... ;lle w1th 
flex.ib1c m:mllf~..::rurjng c3'P!'Ibihf.1eS and ~ ne.>;:t generation prodllCI wllh multiple dITivnl1vcs. Thh 
inve.o;tment df"pend~ nn.a viable busine..~S case supponed by the unio'll's agrccment 10 achle"1,,;ns 
operational Jmprovcmenrs In Oakvill~. :Jnd Obt3ining Misi,s,tancc from tede1111nnd pro'VlIld:l1 
governments. Suh)ec[ to ratificiltioll. the p~,.ties have agre~d to the following undcrslflndings. 
v;hich will bee-orne efft',rtive if Po program 1:> secun!d and opon formal flolificntion by the': 
Compimy to Ihc ;\aliotlill M)d Local lIniml ('If pTOgrJIll appro .... ~ll: 

Work Sl:hl:'dnl'fs 
1 Cpon lmpiemt."t~Httiml of a dally threeAshjft 0pcf<uing Vanern. ncn-sldllc:d empJoycc.s 

~::sjgned to II three-shift opernl1OJl ... "ill receive eight (8) hours pay fOT sever: t'lOd OTlC' 
hnlf (75) hours of work 

.2. Non-slGJled f'_mployet:s assigned to:;.: thru.-shlh operar1on wiIl1'f',ce1ve (wenty-t .. \.--o 
(22i mimllC:!Io c,f !"C.lief per sevell :tnd .3 half (7.5) hOUT shift. 

3. NonAskilled employees assigned In a thrccA!-;hift o~.nn;()n wiH receive 31ll\t1ow.mce 
of (,,"'enty (20) minntes for lum:h and shall have their lunch paid ror by the compaIly. 

4 Although the n:gu]ar work schedule in the Ihl-ee-shift opennion is seven and one hlllf 
(7.5) hours, the Company rcservC".$ the right to -schedule non·--sldlled cmployee.o;;, who 
ale pcrionn1ng the jobs ~quiTCd, for the I:.l.st thiny ClO) Tninutcs up to eight (8) hOOfS 
pn; .... iding employees so schedulC'clare nOlified prior to the d~pnrtment's 1unch ~riod 
of the shjft. Time worked r.fter 7.5 hOUT'S \.\;11 he paid lit time and one hlllf ~nd '''All 
not he conSldered ()vcnime. 

5. Appendix L will be modified for 311 employees so thaI daily overtiTOe in excess of 
eight (8) hoot'S worked PC-f shift sha.ll be .... "Iuntary and hOUTS worked in excess of 
forty-eight (48) hours in etlch work week 1;l1lll1 be vohmtery. 

6. It I!> understood that Appendix L of the CoUe<:tive Agrueme.nl in no wny TeMrlcl.$ the 
C:ompany's i\hility from sehedllhng employ(".{'5 10 work up 10 eight (8) hOlm. Monoay 
through Friday and nothing 1n this Memorandum places sneh a reslriction on the 
Company. In addhi('ln, n is underStOod th2t tile Company will hav("_ the right. while I" 

is opef3.fing"on three (3) shUts to ~hedllle rrumdatory SaturdllYs :r\:;i :l regularly 
scheduled {\::lY· 

7. ]t is underslOod that the COli'lpany \vitlnot cx~.r"{"j~e its right to scht"duJe mandau)ry 
Nodnf:ri<lTl :;Iuf!s Of'. Snttu·d<lH f1mf fnll on three (TI or four (<1) day weck~nd.~. 
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.J"" ~'\.d\·.crtll'lng 
I'i. J. tw; l'UTleJlt p":U::tl("C~ ,vII), r"Jlr~L:1 In tho::- "SUl\!oCt A~n:t:.m .. nl", m; idL:nhflcd in Exhibi 

"B" ....... ill he conllnlletl, 
fl, BiiSc clma.lfjclnions idenLUic-d in lhhibiot "n" will be pOStc..,i dr;-pnnrncnlally h>, 

dt)!:oSlric~IJOn all~ b)' "''''ork GJ't~up if I "Which the op£"runs Ot;C:l1:n>. Jr 1he lIucccs5fuJ 
;lPI)lic:lI11 is un <:mpl<.'ycm l,l n h:ll';c dau·jfjca(iC'ln, 1ht"n tho:- S<~t:t:ltldal'Y ('"~pcnjng will lK 
idcnljfj",d.in 11 1:'1"n;)"" rn:1l1ner :Jnd posted bn:rl,!lI1ning unil Wide. En'lph,)'C'cs ~vho n,.r: 
nh.'mb~~I"N of The depfll'tmenl wht"n~ the ~'J)enil)r. OCCUI"S ",viII TlOI l~ eli.ti!"iblr 10 ~pply t('l 
the bSJ.;::aining UTlII wilJe rC,lIllnl.:. If there 15 no slK,,'eggfLil harralnins I1nit wide 
appliennL. II\!:' ~f'!n10r "pr'~' {c.m" c.tnplo:yC'"c in tht'". pll1l1l will I:>c "3Illoc;;lItC'd 10 Ihe" Ol"lr.rl111g 

10 Openinr,s ~hal) hI:: pO-'!k".d by eln.s.~jfl('lIl.ion .)nly. EmployeeI' .a1~:'Id:v in th(~ 
classif]..:nlil1n and .-I'~p:allnK::nT in o.vhie-h the opening c::o:.is.r~ ""ill he pc:n'I,ilted to mnvt! 
10 Ih.::- IlnJnllry I)pt:niJl~. Employc:eg ""ho fQ"l! illT~ndy ju the po$ted c1n.t;sitwnl)un ~nt1 
d(".par1mcnl in whIch the openillg ~",lsl~ wit] nOI l.JoC I:ligiblc to nJ1.1VC 10 1m: sC~(')tl(ll\r~ 

°l,emng. 
I J. NotwithslJllldnlC Ihe nbo .... e. all -<.,lht"r p11IcllCe!i' in ..... nlving ben.:!" ,inb eqtu\1 pay rII1..1Vr.:"

win h6 (Ji$l:(nll.inucd. 
I Z F.·mp1oycell. upon trtlllilfer 10 the Flc:::,dble Manufacturing progunn "A" tnu.l Fle~'lbJC" 

:-"1:umful.'tI.""l1'inf,: Vrof.l"ntn "B". w:,n be. re$\Tk\ed h-Ol1\ npp\Y1.ng fOf" ope.J'iing.~ p',s.~e ... i 
hlll·g.fti,}inf!. unit wide for II peliod up to ' ....... elve. (]2) months fbl1owin~ .lob I o( the 
l.('Iunch o"flhe. FlC'""ible Mnnuf::.C'wring Pr!..'(!Tlnn "U-, 

.Iob not.ntilrni.Jnh Own("rshlp 
J3. Employees. p~rt(,nnJJlg ..... or)..: ill Q Wort.: Group willlx'" r(':qun'cd 10 raUlt..: C'n ,. rcgulm 

bm,i.$ ,hn~ur.h the::': tw:-.c c1a..""siflcfltions in the "\VoTk Grnup. The frequency of n:>t~'lOll 
will I:>e; nclC"rn1ined by the individuru Wnrk Groups. 

1,1, Current pT'ucri.:cs oliJi;l;IOg lhe rn ... di~f;l.l plac.e.rn~TlI 'Progrnrn JI1ui the F..:.n::l- CA\V 
ETgunl1lllil: PI"OCoef'f' will continue 10 .., ... thl:: n.~~l:KlnJdbi lit)' of tho!' CCllnpllnY 

'l'llrn AJ"aund Al::r~ernell' 
l:"i. Ernploy .... .cs. as.socim~d "''ith 11 .... ehj('l<: 111U: where theJ'e i.s. 8 redl.lc.:lil;>n of 1t";I:]ahlc wor 

may t->e l.I!!.id off clircClly f.":nn sucn vch:iclc line for l.lp t'-~ 3 rn .... nlht.:. ron.lvidc:d thal no 
f>'lmn,~r stJ.denTI'O or pro!,,,tionaTY ICmvJoy.:~.s UTe ~Inint':d r,t ""ark jn r)tt'U!Ir ,'ehicJe 
line!'. :lnc\ p,ovld~d tile SlJa Plan II> :l-ufrU:'ICf1tly fund.!d lCl pny eligible cfnph,>·e~·:<.o 
tmrc.auccd b<:ncfits, "'mplo,.~e lnmcfil c1igilnlity will be '-·.onliI10 ..... <1 fn,' tho:! pcriod of 
lF1)'~'ff tor thC'lc'l' rmplo)'('~s who othcrv-·j!,-c would 110l h3v~ b~rnl lnid off, 

16 'nli;s TUITl AT(>Und Agr<l'O;-:l"n""nl will H.<r ..... itmtL· ttlJ~'C (3) Tl'l ... )nTh.", f .... ll()" ... ving .he 111111lch, 
the nc:-cible 1I-1unllfll(~'IJri.nr. Prog.nJrn "B" 
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Repr~sentallon 

17. Effcl,.~tjve May, 2008. Lo~al 707 wil1 c{'IJl'lplctc I'he cOfl'\'crsion to II fllll·tirne 
rcpre5enttl.tion structure as identified in sections 10.52, 1054,10.55, 10 . .56, .10.57. 
10.58, JO.59 .nd 10.60. The following will alw apply; 

~. the pl~J1t chairperson will he in nclditlOn to the number or reprc,srmatives 
provided by lhe table in 10 . .52 

b. one (l) :lddi11Onttl full·tlme. comntHteeperson will be added tlJ each i:tl"ac}cel of 
the leble If 1he nllmber of employees m 1he bargaining unit is Jes~ than '-1.000 

c. I'WO (2) additi-onal full-time commineepcn.om: who \",ilI n".pTct=-ent 5.kilJed 
TTades employees on lhc #1 and #3 Sh1fl5. In the event of shift c1iminahon, 
(me SkHled Trades committe.cpcrsOn per shift elimmated ,viII be reduced. 

IS. Effective with {he l,nmch of the Flcltible Mllllufacturing Program" A" I the practice of 
3utom"tic:~lly handling employcc .. union reprt:sentath'¢ discussions offMline. wilJ l>t: 
disc(')ntinued, The. parues discussed thnt there may be 'instances when serious 
circumstnnces cx.jst and tht." union representative sh.all review tJlOse circumstances 
with employee's ~upervisor to reque~1 an offhnc discutlosion. Such requests will not ht 
unfe<l~onabJy wifhheld. 

Temporary Par1-Time Employees 
19. The curre1J{ ITT ngrecmenl ,"\0;11 be IDl)djfjcd to recognize the Saturday work 

schedule. Specifk program details will be addressed by the loc:!1 partieS. 

Product Troining Spf'.cialist (PTS) Program 
20. H \,,·os llckml\vJedged thlll rne PTS program has made a significant contribution 10 

previous product launches in Oakville. The Company indicated that it would 
conti nne the. PTS program for 1he Flexible Manufacturing Program. Tho:e:e 
employcc~ on the PTS prog.r£lm witl be resnict(".Q from appJying ftJr opening.s posted 
bargarning unit wide fTom the time they enterthe program unlil the·ir BSslgnment if> 
completed with the exceptlon of those classifications identified in rhe Sunset 
Agreement. Recognizing the significant amount of tralning aJld the importance of th< 
position. if D PTS empJoy<'.t'. is the successful applicanT on a Sunset opening and the 
Company dr..tennines it wOltld nol be appropriate to im.'l1ed18tdy transfer the 
employee to the opening, the parties win detennine the sreps. In be takcn to 
remnoratily cover the opc.njng llnt-i! the employee is available. 
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W.-.,kend Cleaning Crew 
21. The Compnny olJllmed potential plans for 5eparate weekend cleaning crews for the 

·Body and Point Departments on a three shift operalinn. The intention would be to 

malimizc accessibility to tooling during idle time. As such, these crews would he 
scheduled to work a steady afternoon shift in the following manner: 

• Friday - & hours 
• Saturday - 8 hours 
• Sunday - 10 hours 

Stllf1 times could bc adjusted in the event no production is scheduled. Adjustments 
could be req'lired If 2 or 3 shifts 01 production are scheduled on a Saturday. Regula 
premmm payments would apply 10 hoUIS worked. Selection for Ihese crews "ill be 
made first by canvassing depltrtmenrale.mployee, in the applicable cleaning 
classifications prior to pDsting. 

The parties acknowledge thai rhere are a number of agreement and benefit provision 
that are impacted when an emploj'ee works the aOOve. schedule. The parties agreed 
have additional discllssions to ensure that employees would not be advantaged or 
disadvantaged hy working the above schedole. 

The pames acknowledge that tllis Memorandum of Ullderstanding "'a, negotiated in advance 0 
finy new program approval for the Oakville site. It is agree;! that fUllhe!' discussions mal' be 
l'e<1uired 3S additional operntional issuc.s are idenlified that cO\lld impact on such considerations 
as safety, <jllalily, cost, eftie,ency or timely producI delivery. The parties agree to reconvene, a 
reqllired, to identify resolutions ro these issues that will ensllre a fnlly competitive world class 
mannfacturing site as the Oakville operations trnnsilion from the current Mate [() that which wa~ 
envisioned jn 1002 negor.iations. 
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Appendix 3 
Time line 

2002 
January 1 

Local president Tremblay retires before the end of his teUll and VP, Paul Huddart 
steps in until March elections 

January 11 
Announcement by Ford (continental restructuring plan) production of F-150 moving 

to Dearborn, Michigan 

March 6 

May 

John Teixeira elected local President in executive board elections 
Bob Van Cleef elected VP 

Bargaining conven tion 
No Rules - No Borders - No Jobs! National umon launches auto policy campaign 

May / June Reporter 
First mention of flexible manufacturing 
707 "Fight back Campaign" launched. Includes buttons and lobbying government 

August 17 
'Family Rally' at central office building at lOam 

August 25 
Strike mandate meeting: 95% result 

September 5 
GM selected as target for bargaining (September 17'" deadline) 

September 23 
Ford is chosen as next for negotiations 

November / December Reporter 
Collective Agreement ratified by 94% 
2/3 of jobs protected (900 until expiration of agreement in 2005) 
retirement incentives ($60 000, one for each job not transferred to OAP) 
OTP mothballed, not tom down (until expiration of CA in 2005) 
OTP July 2004 closing date nailed down 
All market related downtime will be compensated with by short work week (80% of 

gross weekly earnings) 
Flexible manufacturing possibility clause in agreement 
Temporary, part-time workers agreed to for the first time in Oakville 
Mass relief if market demand for products is low 
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2003 

August 2003 
Launch of V229 redesigned Windstar (Freestar) 

September / October &porter 
September 15, Van Cleef steps in as Teixeira takes job at national office 
No plan from company for close out 
Still no clear commitment for flex manufacturing 

November 
By-Elections, Arnie De Vaan elected VP 

December 
Continued meetings between the master committee and the company 

2004 
January / February Reporter 

Increase in retirement packages from 500 to 600 
Poor sales of Freestar 

February 1 
"Protect your future in Oakville" special meeting, launch of auto policy campaign 
large turnout, standing room only at local 707 union hall 

March / April Reporter 
Leadership has the operating plan for truck plant closure, still going over details 
before release to membership. Negotiating with company over details. Bargaining 
and in-plant committee in on the process 

April 14'h 
Provincial Government press conference at McMaster university 
500 million investment fund, only accessible if 300 million is being spent by the 
company, or if 300 jobs will be created or saved. 

May/June Reporter 
Market driven down time for OAP 

May 4"' meeting between sernor management from Detroit and the full leadership of 
707 to outline their vision for flexible manufacturing. 
May 15"' deadline, and Ford would look elsewhere if there was not an agreement in 
principle. 

Bob Van Cleefs report: 
Almost 700 buy-out packages in the end (682 == an extra 182 from the original) 
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June 14 

July 1" 

Tentative agreement on May 14'", unanimously endorsed by the bargaining 
committee. Became known as the 'Flexible Manufacturing Agreement' 

May 16'" meeting at Hamilton Convention Centre 
92% approval for production workers 
97% skilled trades 
without flexible manufacturing, no changes would occur 

Executive board elections 
Run-off for president 
Gary Beck elected as president, Stu Brennan as VP. 

Ottawa to give Ford $100M. 

Closure of OTP. 
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